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A review of the literature suggests that men who

sexually assault their chirdren, are individual_s with
nulti-problemat j-c prof iIes.



This study systematically evaruated a cognitive
behavioral treatment program, which was designed firstly, to
identify and correct inappropriate beliefs, secondly, to aid.
the participants in gaining control of in-appropriate
arousars and finally, to i_ncrease factual appropriate sexual_
knowledge.

The overarr goal was to give the men more contror over
their day to day behavior.

The participants Ín the program v/ere three men referred
to the Psychological Services Center, University of
Manitoba, by Manitoba probation Services.

The study employed the A-B basic singre system design
(Bloom & Fischer, i.g}2), to monitor for observabr_e changes.
The effecti-veness of the study was evar_uated by four
instruments.

The clients beliefs h¡ere measured by the Cognition Scale
(Abe1 et al ' r9B4) , which was administered repeatedly at
specified intervars throughout the baserine therapy and at
followup. The Hudson rndex of ser-f Esteem (ïse, Hudson
1'982) , hras adninistered at simiÌar times to monitor cl-ient
functioning, and development of serf esteem. The clients,
sexual- knowledge v/as checked specificalry with the sexuar_



Knowledge euestionnaire (Abe1 et al I i.g84) pre and post,
that portion of treatment. A client satisfaction guestÍon_
naire was used. to acguire participants perception of the
helpfulness of the therapy.

The results of the study indicate that the program r4ras

successfur in the ídentification and restructuring of a

number of inappropriate beliefs. The results al_so showed an

increase in the clients, personal sexual knowredge and

feeling of self control. The program was not however

adequate in erirninating all of the cl_ients actual and
perceived needs.

Recommendations for future programs incr_ude:

1) rnclusion of modules to increase social skill_s;
2) develop assertiveness skill_s, and;

3) marital functioning intervention, vuhere appropriate.
The suggestion is also made

4) to use stronger, more specific scales and

guestionnaires and,

5) perhaps incorporate the use of the rie detector and
plethysnographr âs additionar- evaruation instruments.
FinalÌy,

6) that the courts and crown att,orneys be consulted



regarding possibl-e disclosure of unreported assaul-ts and the
effect that this reguired notification of authorities may

have on treatment.

5



3 INTRODUCTION
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Introduction

rn recent years, public awareness has resurted in
increased numbers of intra farnily incest cases appearing
before the courts. Research suggests that this problem is
not, suddenly, occurring more frequently. rnstead, increased
use of public education and prevention programs is seen as
the factor which accounts for increased reporting. (sexual
offences against chirdren, L9g4). rn reality, when one

examines historicar documentation on the phenomenon, we see
that chil-dren have been sexually exploited throughout
history (Finklehor, Lg7g, Rush l_9BO)

3.1- Gender of perpetrator

A significant point throughout the riterature ís that,
for the most part, perpetrators are predominantly mare. The
research suggests, that perhaps other factors need to be
examined. Nichoras Groth, in his work with perpetrators has
seen few women in comparison to males. rn one case 10ad
review he indi-cated there r^/ere onÌy three females in a

sample of 253 adult perpetrators (Finkelhor, 1984). À

majority of cl-inicians who are invol_ved with perpetrators
believe that these numbers are less than accurate. The rack
of significant numbers of female perpetrators is linked to a

number of issues (Finkelhor, l_9g4). Females may rmask,r



offending behavior through the guise of bathing or dressing.
The fact that the perpetrator may be the victim,s mother
suppresses disclosure because of the childrs perceived and
or rear need, to have their mother available for nurturance.
(James & Nasjleti, r-983). Myths like the male myth of
rintroduction to sex by a adult femare as an ultimate
fantasy - are all contributing factors (Groth, rg7g, plummer

l-981) . All of these factors herp to explain the ]ow numbers
of identified female offenders. This study dear_t maj_n1y with
the popuration of perpetrators currentry before the courts
that being ma]es- The reality is, that there are many more
cases of mother-son incest than are currentry reported in
the Iiterature and to authorities.

3.2 fncidence of Child Sexual Abuse

until recently, the sexual abuse of children has
retained the status of an isolated sociar- probr_em. Many
professional-s berieve that it is the success of prevention
and public education programs - and not an increase in the
occurrence of offences - that has resur_ted in a f100d of
discrosures by children (Giarretto, 1-gg2, Dawson , rgg2).

Not everyone views increased sex
proofing children as a positive path
These individuals bel-ieve, that this

education and street
for society to foll-ow.

type of information



ririll lead to sexual permissiveness and experimentation. The
opposite to that view, is the view that being educated about
sexual matters ar-r-ows the child to recognize and discr_ose
inappropriate adult chird sexuar- contact. (Bagrey, !g84,
Feeling yes, Feeling No, l_9g3) .

A najor reason for not having an even more dramatic
increase in reports, is the effects discr_osure has on the
family unit (Renvoize, ag82). rn fact, many feer- that, ât
ti-rnes, this arrows the abuse to continue (Renvoize, rg¡,2).
The perpetrator can, in some instances, use this
consequence' of discoveryr âs a h¡ay of maintaining the
secret. The victirn is made av/are of what wilr happen to dad,
and how it wi]l be the victimrs faurt, for what happens to
him and the rest of the family (Burgess, HoJ_mstrom,

McCausland, I97B).

3.3 Current Treatment

rn the past, services for dealing wítn this social
problem have been extremely rimited. trvork is now being done
to provide more services for the current victirns (Berli_ner,
l-983i Conte and Berl_iner, l_98l_; Sgroi, 1¿gg2) and the adul_t
survivors of childhood sexual abuse (Jehu, Gazan and
Klassen, l_995; Herman and Schatzow lrgg2).

9



Areas that have received less attention by researchers
and therapists are - work with the sibrings, spouses and the
perpetrators themserves. This study examined and deart with
the perpetrators of sexual offenses against chirdren.

Perpetrators are usually men who are seldom motivated to
self report or plead guilty, especi_al'y because the
alternatives to incarceratíon are non existent, and the
impact on themserves and the rest of the fanily is so
devastating (Renvoize, 1-gg2, Groth, r97B). They perceive
themselves, and often with just causer âs having nothing to
gain and everything to loose.

The purpose of the present study is to present a
treatment rnodel that meets the needs of the perpetrators for
a readily implemented and effective alternative or adjunct
to incarceration. upon examining characteristics of the
perpetrator, it is clear that r,fe are dealing with an

individuar with a rnultiproblematic makeup. perpetrators,
invorved in famiry abuse situations, are not totalry
motivated by sexuar- needs. As weIl, the picture of a sex
crazed dirty old man, also does not fit rnany of the
identified perpetrators (Groth, Hobson cary I 1rgf,2).

Researchers are instead identífying a population of
perpetrators whose problems are multifaceted invol-ving the
abuse of power, trust, and contror-, in the fanily setting

10



(Finklehor, L97g; Groth, j-g7g; Sgroi, J_ggz). Finkelhor,s
Four Factor Model, is an effective model for expraining
pedophilic behavior (Finklehor, rgTg I J-}B ) . That enabl-es us
to explore possible causes and other areas of focus during
treatment- Realizing, that the perpetrator is not a

voruntary client, the issues worked on hrere clearly stated
(Summit, l-980) .

The target group for the study was chosen from men

convicted and sentenced for having had sexual contact with
their children. The study invol-ved men charged with offences
which, by definition, v/ere best described as being
rntrafamilial incestuous contact (Kempe and Kempe, 19g4).
For the purpose of this study, it inc]uded both birth parent
and parent substitute, and again the abuse that occurred. was

sexual in nature.

A cognitive behavioral model has been utirized because
the model l-ends itserf to focus on behavior and on the
issues of increased contror- and responsibility. The program
was twenty weeks in length, and. addressed a number of
issues. one area of concern to be addressed was the
cognitive restructuring of fautty beriefs and attitudes.
Another focus was the use of covert sensitization to
suppress and control deviant sexuar urges and replace them
with age appropriate and socially appropriate urges. À third

11



focus was to ensure a sound knowledge base in the area of
sexuality. These three secti-ons hrere folrowed by a focus on
helping the perpetrator develop his individuar control_ pran
used to prevent reabuse.

The effectiveness of treatment was evaluated by means of
the following measures:

1-) Attitude scale (rnventory) (A,ber, Becker, cun-
ningham-Rather, Rouleau, Kaplan, Reish, I9g4) ¡

2) Hudson rndex of self Esteem (sEr), Hudson , r9|2i
3) sexual Knowledge scale. (AbeJ_, Becker, cunningham

- Rather, Rouleau Kaplan, Reish I 1-gg4).

4) A check of police and court records, to find any
reinvolvement Ín similar offenses.

The study utilized a si-ngre system design, having
assessment and treatment phases, plus a six month foI10w_up.

The first two measures v/ere administered during
assessment, and at the beginning and end of each treatment
phase. The sexual knowledge scare was admini-stered before
and after the sexuar knowledge treatment, to check for
improved knowledge and understanding of human sexuality, an
area deemed lacking in most men who are sexually
inappropriate.
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An anarysis of the data colrected was used to evaluate
any impact the treatment process has on the cr-ient.
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4 Literature Review
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4.1 Impact on family

The perpetrator of chird sexual abuse within the family
can be an extremely resistant and difficult client to work
with. The steps we as a society take, upon disclosure, can,
at times, arlow the abuse to conti-nue. The ber_ief is, that
disclosure totally destroys the famiry unit, and. the victin
often sees herserf as the cause of its destruction.
Therefore, the perpetrator can be protected from detection
even if the victin hates the abuse and knows it is wrong,
because keeping the secret is viewed as more desirabr-e than
disclosure. The destruction of the farnity unit can, at
times, be a factor in why the abuse arso continues after the
victim's initial family discr-osure. Again it the conse-
quences of disclosure that the perpetrator may share with
his victim which acts as a block to the victim seeking herp
(sgroi, Blick, porter, L9g2). Much of the impact of sexuar
abuse disclosure arises out of the rore the victin prays in
the disclosure process. she accuses a faniry member of a

serious criminar offense sexuar assaur-t (surnmit, i_g'o).
At the point of disclosure, the victim is often reft without
any functioning adult ally in the family (sgroi , i,g7T). rn
fact, the victin may be subject to further abuse by being
totally disberieved or even blamed for the famir_ial
disruption (sgroÍ, Blick, porter ì rgTB) . The victirn is often
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bramed for causing the probÌem and for bri_nging the matter
into t'he public arena. This is especialÌy true with
adolescents (Finklehor; 1979). The court process is very
pressure laden, the victin must confront and accuse her
parent in a public courtroom (criminal code of canada;

1986). All of these factors can help a perpetrator pressure
the victim into maintaíning the secret (summit; 19g3). This
coerced silence, is one of the factors which deflates the
self-esteem of the victim (Bag1ey; 1984).

4.2 Client Motivation

The literature consistently argues that perpetrators are
not motivated to self report or plead guilty. some of the
major reasons are; the lack of alternatives to incarcera-
tion, the reality of prison life for a perpetrator, and the
effect the disclosure will- have on the total- farnily network
(Finklehor; 1979, Groth et al IgB2).

A review of the literature suggests that identifyÍng
high risk populations, is impossible. The perpetrator of
acts of sexual abuse against chil-dren exists in every
population, race and religion (Groth et al , t_g}2).
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4.3 Age of Victirn

The age at which the abuse normar_Iy begins is prior to
adolescence- The perpetrator often begi_ns with his victim at
a very young âgê, yet limits his type of assault (Groth et
âr, 1-982; Quinsey, chaplin, currigan, 1,g75). The indication
is - the severity of the assaurt tends to increase as the
age of the victim rises.

4.4 Response to Disclosure

The literature suggests that one factor which can effect
work with the perpetrator is the response to discl.sure.
socíety's response can, at times, reinforce the perpetrators
invol-vement with the victim. some betieve, that the hostile
and punitive response to this behavior, resurts in the
perpetrator closing off his worId. perpetrators rationalize
that by avoiding normar adurt contacts and maintaining an
interest in children, they can better control- their socj_al
network (Groth et aI I J-gg2, FÍnklehor, Lg7g, Kempe and
Kempe, 1,984) .

4.5 Clientele

Another point

is the fact that
made clear during the l_iterature review

we are dealing with a multiprobl_ematic
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client whose behavior i-s linked
alcohol, family pressure or job

important to realize that these

have a role in the perpetratorrs

to external factors like
stress. Vthil_e it is
are not causes, each may

history.

Alcohol, although involved
cases of sexual offending, is
(Groth et aI , 1,gBZ, Renvoize,

in a rnajority of reported

a disinhÍbitor not a cause.

1982, Virkkunens, Lg7 4) .

other important factors incruded the fact that incest
perpetrators do not qualify for a psychiatric diagnosis.
(E11is, Hartry et aI)

The nature of the assaur-t is also unique. The offence i-s
rarely a singular occurrence,. it is normally of extended
duration- Arso of note is that the recidivÍsm rates are
lor¡¡er than other sexual offenders. rn a rg6s study of rsrz
adjudicated sexual offenders the incest offender had a six
year fol-Iow up reinvolvement rate of Loz compared to other
sexual offenders involving adult rape and chird rnor-esters,
which had rates of 222 for heterosexual offenders, and 3sz
for homosexuar offenders. (Frisbie, & Dondis, r-965)

Ànother notable point is that that these men themser_ves

are usually victirns of abuse. Not always sexuar- abuse, it
also incrudes high rates of emoti-onar- and physicar- abuse. rn
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looking specifically at sexuar victimization, the study by
Earl, Bouchard and Laberge (Lgg4) was examined. They v/ere
much more likely to have been victirns of sexual- aggression
as children and adolescents (53 per cent).

In looking specifically at incest cases, a major
difference is the extended nature and duration of the sexuar-
rerationship (DeFrancis, 1969). As mentioned, it is rare
that it occurred only once or twice, often beginnÍng when

the fernale approached puberty and continued until she was 15

or 16. The assaults themselves usuarly began as fondling and
prog'ressed as the daughter grev¡ older to intercourse. The
disclosure of rerationship is often precipitated by the
father's jealousy of the daughters contacts with mal-e peers.
(DeFrancis, i,969)

Heterosexual incest is a phenomena

freguently reported than is homosexual

re77 )

which i-s much more

incest. (euinsey,

Above a1t it is crear that the incest perpetrator is a

murtiproblenatic client. rt is for thís reason that
Finkelhor's Four Factor moder- fits so welr. one cannot r_ook

for a singular cause for this behavior.
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4.6 Myths and Fallacies

The revíewed data strongly suggests that it. is time to
reevaruate our response to this client population. untÍ1
now, the response that has been used, does not appear to be
working, even though it was founded on some basic, sound
principles - those being, to protect our children from
further abuse and to make the perpetrator accountabre for
his behavior (surnrnit, r-980). üre must do more than punish.
rncarceration is not enough of a deterrent to end this
behavior.

Greer and Stuart, 1993, express some

and note some societal beliefs which may

working with perpetrators.

important points
present problems in

trr-) rncarceration is seen as non-productive
tine, during which, there is little opportunity
for perpetrators to receive help or insight into
the underlying cause of the the abuse.

Z) There is a disincentive to obtaining
treatment following incarceration due to the
feeling that the debt to society has been paid.

3) fncarceration is more costly than
outpatient treatment, while doing lit,tl_e or
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nothing to prevent perpetrators from later
establishing another dysfunctional family in
which chil-dren can be exploited.

4) The necessary
hardship on the rest
reg,ardless of whether
and rehabilitate the

financi-a1 and emotional
of the family (occur)
or not they choose to try

family as a unit. (p. 2r2)

The author wishes to express his belief with respect to
the use of incarceration with incest offenders. This
position is shared with others invol-ved in direct service
delivery to this crient population. rt is that a touch of
jail is useful to crearry state societyrs position regarding
their behavior. However rengthy incarceration can often make

this client population irnpossible to work with. rt is often
the threat of a longer return to jair, should he refuse to
participate in treatment, that motivates i_nvorvement
(Dreíblatt, 1995).

The reviewed data clearly shows us our previous fai-rures
with this client population, and the many nyths we have
about abuse and perpetrators. hle must clear up any rnyths
about child sexual abuse that exi_st. The rnyth - that the
perpetrator is usuarfy a stranger - must be laid to rest.
The reality is that the victim usuarly knows the
perpetrator, and it is often a close relation (Finkrehor,
4979, Kendell, Tackett & simon, agBT). As welr_ the irnage of
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the ttdirty old manr, is incorrect. Most perpetrators are
young adults between 20 and. 40 years of age (Finklehor, J_984

Groth et al, LggZ, Reinhart, LggT).

vühen examining the current response of society to
disclosure, the var-ue and usefulness of incarceration needs
to be evaluated. Greer and stuart, argue that the deterrent
value of incarceratj-on is a very poor anshrer, and support
for this approach within the treatment community is weak.
The literature strongly suggests, that it is time to do a
total reevaluation of our response with some perpetrators.

rrf we are g'enuinely concerned about combating
the sexuar victimization of children, we must be
humanistic in our attitudes towards the
offenderr so that we donrt inadvertently
perpetuate the problem (Groth, et aI, IgB2).

The current heavy use of incarceration serves two crear
and obvíous needs of society at rarge. The first being the
legar responsibirity as interpreted by the crirninar code and
the judiciar system. There is a strong berief that the
criminal code of canada demands i-ncarceration as a
disposition when dealing with abuse cases. The other i_s the
rearity that the judicial system feers responsÌ-ble to
protect society - specificarly its children. IVhat better way
than to isolate the perpetrator from his victirn.
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4.7 Prognostic Factors

The author would clearly state that not arr perpetrators
can be seen as candidates for outpatient treatment. Research
clearly shows, that each case should be furry examined and
evaruated. lrrhen looking at the caser &rê must examine the
effect on víctims, method of discrosure, etc. Many of these
issuesr âs well as the response of the perpetrator when

discovery occurs, give us an indication of the potential for
consi-dering outpatient treatment. (Dreiblatt, rg}4, Finkre_
hor, L984).

The one factor that at times demands i-soration or
incarceration is the use of vior-ence towards the victirn. The
dangerousness of an offender, ât ti-mes, demands his
isolation from the community (Groth , rgTB) . section 68g (b)
of The criminal code of canada addresses this issue, and

al-lows for the detention of such perpetrators for
indetermi-nate periods of tirne. Hovrever, the same code ar_so

incrudes a section that authorizes the automatic return of
the perpetrator to the community after two thirds of his
sentence is satisfied. prior to being rer_eased on his
mandatory date, a perpetrator does not have to show any
reasons why he shourd be viewed as a candidate for rel-ease.
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Release will occur regardless of whether or not he has done
anything about the behavior that placed hin behind bars
(Criminal Code of Canada, Section 672, 1:ggT) .

Drawing from the experience of a consortium of
professionars working with child molesters and incest
offenders, Dreiblatt (l-985) has identified the forlowing
factors that are felt to predict a safe and positive
prognosis for community, non-instituti-onal treatment: has
committed non-violent offenses, is experíencing first
apprehension, has had offending pattern interrupted, accepts
modicum of responsibirity for offence, has had some

motivation for chang,e, has some 
'ife 

stability and
investment in same, has focused probtem with risks definable
and manageable, is basicalry honest, has ability to tor-erate
treatment and willíng'ness to torerate treatment, has
supportive community resources avair-abre. (E1ris, et al,
1,e87 ) .

Research dealing with intrafamilial child sexual abuse
strongly suggests that, although work must be done with the
total farniry unit, the totar- responsibirity must be accepted
by the perpetrator (Finklehor and Araji, l_9g3; Rowan and
Rowan, 1985).
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4.8 Four Factor Model

The author of the study incorporated the concepts
expressed in Finkerhor's (rg84) Four Factor Model to
identify those areas of the perpetrators behavior which
warrant intervention. The moder ar_lows an individual
examination of the perpetratorrs behaviors in order to
identify probable causes for his involvement with children.
This framework was developed after carefur review of ar1
rerevant literature in this area. rnstead of explaining the
behavior in terms of a single cause, Finkerhor fert that a

much wÍder approach needed to be used. He saw hi-s four
factors for sexual interest in chirdren as comprementary
processes, and felt that many hrere present in each
perpetrator's repertoire. These four factors are: emotional
congruence; sexual arousal; bÌockage; and, disinhibition.

The factor called Emotionar- congruence explains why a
perpetrator would find relating to a chird gratifying. This
factor includes such issues as arrested soci_aI development,
low serf esteem and male sociarization to dominance.

The factor cal]ed
perpetrator would be

factor includes such

childhood experj_ence,

sexual arousal_ expÌains why a
sexually aroused by a chiId. This
issues as reliving an arousing
and child pornography.
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The factor carled blockage attempts to exprain how or
why a person is blocked in efforts to obtain sexuar and

emotionar gratification from more normatj-very approved

sources. Finkelhor identifies issues like fear of adult
females, traumatic experiences with adult sexuality and

repressive social and personal norms about masturbation and

extramarital sex.

The last factor Finkelhor addresses in his moder is
disinhibition. This factor is concerned with the reasons a
person would not be deterred by the conventionar social
restraints and inhibitions against having sexual relatj-on-
ships with a child. Finkelhor identifies such issues as

impulse disorder, senility, arcohol probrems and psychosi-s.

(Finklehor and .A,raji, l_983, Rowan and Rowan 1985).

The model presents an organized and comprehensive view
of the sexuar offence against chil_dren that includes not
only the role of the perpetrator but also the role of the
victirn and the environment of the offence. with reference to
the perpetrator, the model incorporates alr the many factors
identified as relevant to sexual perpetrators into a

comprehensive formul-ation that focuses on key j-ssues that
predict sexual offending.
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The position taken is that the intrafamirial perpetrator
is normally not predestined to offend t or as Nichol_as Groth
states, is not ta fixated pedophirerr (Groth, rgTg). rnstead
- as explained by using Finkelhorrs model_ - the perpetrator
is an individual- who, in addition to being lacking in many

areas, also reacts sexually in a totally inappropriate way
with his chirdren. These men r-ack many social skir-rs and are
misinformed in the areas of rnale/femare rerationships and
sexual matters. All- of these factors can result in a sense
of low self esteem, and in turn a rowered resistance to
becoming invorved in offending behavior (FinkJ_ehor and
Araji, 1993, AbeI et al I rgg4).

fn earl-ier l-iterature, perpetrators were

be lacking a positive nurturing relationship
family of origin.

al-so found to

from their

rrlùeiner concruded, incestuous fathers to have a
disturbed rerationshÍp with their own fathers,
who were harsh authoritarians. The sons both
hated and admired their ov/n fathers, resuJ-ting
in passive homosexual feeling for hj_m paradoxi_
cally satisfying their longing through the
incestuous rer-ationship with their own daugh-
ters. (lrleiner, 1962) .
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one can see how this fits into much of the current
literature, including the work of David Finklehor and sharon
Araj i.

This program focused on some of the issues mentioned in
the literature as potentiaJ-ly problematic (Finkrehor, rgg4,
Abel et ar, J'984) - Those factors covered incruded dealing
with the cognitive distortions which have arrowed the abuse
to begin, and continue in the manrs farnity (Aber et ar,
1'984, Rowan and Rowan, r-985), and with enhancing inhibitions
against offending and with reducing blockages against
appropriate sexual behavior.

4.9 Cognitive Restructuring 1þ weeks)

rn cognitive restructuring it is believed that if the
therapist openly confronts the inappropriate bel_iefs that
support sexuar offending and in turn ai_ds the perpetrator to
reframe new beli-efs to better the soci_etar r_aws and morals,
then the therapist in fact is reshaping the individuar-s
personal belief system (Finklehor, Igg4; Rowan and Rowan,
1985) - Attenpts h¡ere made to break any misconceptions the
perpetrators herd about the rack of effect their actions
have had on the victirn, as well as clearing up any
mi-sconceptions about the role of Èhe victim in the assaur_t
(Sgroi et al, tgBZ).
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The reality of a vi-ctim's plight was shown to the
perpetrator by using two video resources, (untold secret,
1'984, and, Men who Molest; 1985) both of which clearry
illustrate these points. The major uses of the video
materiar was to show the perpetrator the massive impact his
actions have on the victin, and to illustrate the way other
perpetrators rationalize their behavior (Finkrehor and
Araji, L9B3).

4.1-O Covert Sensitization 1þ weeks)

covert sensitization i-nvolves getting the perpetrators
to use fantasy to herp control their deviant arousal
patterns to chirdren. Research has shown that often these
men have used fantasy about sexual invor-vement with chi_r_dren
to break down the barriers preventing actuar abuse (Groth,
L978). By using covert sensitization a therapi-st can
re-educate the perpetrator about the realities of his
inappropriate behavior (Abel et ar, rg}4, Rov/an and Rowan,
r-e85 ) .

covert sensitization is the process whereby the
perpetrator is first put at ease and then asked to dever-op a
picture of his deviant chain of arousal. once this is
identified, he is instructed to break the chain earry in the
arousal pattern by imagining an extremer-y psychol0gically
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painful discovery scene. These aversion scenes are d.rawn

from ones identified by the perpetrator as bei-ng personarry
painful. continual linking of the deviant arousal- to the
aversion scene makes it crear that inappropriate arousars
result in personal pain upon discovery. The aversion scene
and the pressure i-t places on the perpetrator is relieved by
using a escape scene. The escape scene ís usualry a preasant
scene, invorvi-ng sexuar contact with a consenting adurt
partner, which therefore rínks arousar to an consenting
adurt rather than a chird. when repeated often, this process
is found to be an effective toor in working with sexuar
perpetrators by helping the therapist r-ower the perpetra-
tor's drive to reoffend (Aber at ar- | Lgg4, Rowan and. Rowan,

]_e85).

The therapist spent the four weeks going through each
scenario repeatedly to di-rectly confront the deviant
arousal scene with an aversive discovery scene that has been
personally selected by each perpetrator (Abel et al . Lg84).
As welI, each perpetrator was given the assignment of
repeating the exercise at l-east twice during the week into a
tape recorder. This aIr-owed ser-ective checks of the process
by the therapist to insure compriance and understanding
(Aber et ar, r9B4) - rt is the use of nur-tiple sessions, and
the focused nature of the exercise, which was seen as
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important in herping the perpetrator to appreciate and
internalize the inappropriate nature of the sexual_ contact
with the child (Langevin, 1983).

4.LL Sex Educatj-on 1þ weeks)

The next focused area of intervention is sexuar-

education. The r-iterature argues that inappropriate
knowledge, or total r-ack of knowredge, can often be seen as
a contributing cause of some sexuar misbehavi_or (Aber et al,
1'984, Rowan and Rowan, 19g5, Groth, L9g2). The intention v/as
to provide the perpetrator with factua] information on
i-ssues of sexuality. The issues covered included anatomy,
sexual life-styles, sexual dysfunction, concepti_on, and
contraception (Abel et aI I j,gg4). The film, ,,Àrn I Norma1,l
was al-so shown, to demonstrate normar sexuar experiences.
The anatomy discussions v/ere aided by diagrams of both
sexes. The men v/ere also gi-ven reading assignments each week
on human sexualj-ty.

4.L2 Control plan

This package was drawn together over the two weeks
folrowing cornpletion of the previous material. The major
purpose was to devel0p a personal control plan for each
man. The literature clearly states that it is control_ of the
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offending behavior which is the aim of intervention with
incest perpetrators (Abe1 et al, 1_983; Dreiblatt, 19g5). The
plan shared with the perpetrator, h/as one proposed by Gene

Abel and associates (Appendix 1). The aim was to get each
man to use this plan as a guide in developing one which fits
his own situation.

The hypothesÍs being presented is that the incest
perpetrator can be taught to monitor and control- his deviant
urqes to offend. The literature suggests that, if the
perpetrator has taken some ownership of the problem, and if
the therapist has the pov/er of the court to ensure
involvement, then positive movement is possibre (Abel et ar,
l-983, Rov/an and Rowan, r-9g5). The literature points out that
the perpetrator is a man who is often lacking in both
personal strength and knowledge. During both assessment and
intervention phases the therapist atternpted to identify and
lessen these weak areas. rdentification and clarification
aided the perpetrator in their personal pran to control
sexually inappropriate urgies. The use of Finkelhorrs
framework gives the therapist an opportunity to: evaluate
each man as a unique individual; identify the areas of
concern; and, focus the interventi_on to fit each
perpetrators situati-on (Finklehor and Araji, l_983). This in
turn was used to provide the perpetrator with the
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information he needed to deverop his or¡/n personar control
pran. The ultimate aim of the intervention was to give the
perpetrator the skills to break his offending cycle
(Dreiblatt, r-985). This alrows the offending behavior to
end, thereby lessening the likelihood of the famiry systern
turnj-ng to, or continuing in, a pattern of rnultigeneratj_onar_
abuse (Gelinas, l-983) .

4.13 Conclusions

ïn concrusion, the perpetrator is an individual who has
abused his positi-on of trust and responsibility within the
fanily. Hohrever, if the perpetrator is able to accept
responsibility for the abuse, he can be taught to contror_
his deviant arousal to chír-dren. rf so motivated, his skir-r_
and knowledge lever can be enhanced. He must then make this
a part of his day to day behavior for the rest of his rife.
hle are not saying that he will offend again. Hohrever, having
acted inappropriately, the risk of reinvor-vement is much

higher unress he continuously rnonitors hirnserf .

The other important point is that in dealing with an
i-nvoruntary cJ-ient, the therapist needs the support of the
court to ensure compliance and attendance during the
intervention (Groth I i-g7g, Fi-nklehor, L9g4) . These are men

who must be rnonitored for as rong as the r_aw of the rand
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allows us. Tn canada, community monitoring through probation
supervision lasts a maximum three years. The negative
behavior has usua]ly been part of the perpetratorrs life for
a period longer than three years, therefore reconditioning
hirn, may take years. As community agents we must make

effective use of the time we have. The development of this
type of intervention strategy is a direction the community
should be taking.
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5 Rationale
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RATIONALE

The behavioral techniques used in this study have been
designed to prornote behavioral change in perpetrators of
child sexuar abuse. This was done by confronting
inappropriate beliefs, increasing factuar knowledge, and
controlling inappropriate behavior (Abel et al , rg}4).

The use of the techniques decided upon for this study
have been shown by other researchers and clinicians to be
appropriate intervention tool-s in dealing with this social
probrem (Dreiblatt, 1985, Abel et ar-, rgg4, Rovran and. Rowan,

1e85).

rt must be made clear, that in this study, only selected
techniques are being used, which meet onry a part of the
therapeutic needs of this multiprob]ernatic cl_ient population
(Abet et aI , 1984, Finklehor, l_983).

5.1- Cognitive Restructuring

cognitive restructuring has been used successfully with
this client population, both in inpatient programs and
community based programs in the united states and with
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increasing frequency in canada. The focus of this technique
is to cause the perpetrator to first identify, then
acknowledge, the distortíons of real-ity he has i_ncorporated
into his belief system and which in turn r-owered his
inhibitions to offend.

Cognitive restructuring is a mainstay of the
process in most of the programs where it is used
â1, 1-984, Rowan and Rowan, l_9g5).

treatrnent

(Abe1 et

The therapist uses confrontation to cause the
perpetrator to see how his beriefs have all-owed the abuse to
occur and continue over time. The perpetrator was made to
realize, that he alone is responsibre for the abuse. This
may stem from individuat beliefs he has about hi_mself, based
on childhood experiences or other factors di-scussed in
Finklehorrs, Four Factor Mode1, (Finklehor, IgB4,) all of
which, have resurted in the sexuar- assaurt of his chir_d an
act which contradicts arr cuÌturarry dictated ways of
treating our chitdren.

5.2 CoverL Sensitization

covert sensitizati-on is a behaviorar_ technique that is
included in many of the treatment modur-es currentr-y used
with this crient popuration. The focus is to help the
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perpetrator gain self control of his arousal patterns
through aversive conditioning. The first stage of treatment
is to get the perpetrator to identify his own offense cycÌe
and arousal cues. rn applying the behavioral_ technigues used

by Abel and associates, the perpetratorrs arousar_ is
attacked as his offense cycle begins by having hirn verbalize
and expand on the feeling of being discovered by a
significant adult. The use of murtiple repetitions, both
during treatment sessions and taped homework sessions, has

been shown to reduce the arousar to the inappropriate
stirnuli he may previously have acted upon (Abe1 et al rg}4 |

Rowan and Rowan j-995) .

5.3 Sex Education

The lack of factual sexual- knowledge is a consistent
problem identified in men who sexualry abuse. This study
wil] offer a structured curri-culum, which wilr dear with alr-
rerevant areas of human sexuality. rn other treatment moders

this again is seen as an area of major significance and need
(AbeI et aI, L994, Rowan and Rowan, 1985).
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5.4 Court Mandate

This writer contends that the crientrs involvement must
be mandated by the court, prior to enrollment in the
program- As noted in other offender programs, the cri_ent is
not a voluntary participant (DreibJ_att, 1985).

5.5 fndividual vs. Group

Because of rimitations in time and referrars, the
decision was made to offer programming on a one to one

basis- rt shourd be noted however, that except for the
aversive conditioning modur-e the components fit werr into a
group model. rn examining other programs, use of both group
and individual are seen as appropriate (Dreiblatt, 19g5,
Abel- et al-, r9B4). The writerrs intention is to util_ize
these techniques in other situations in a group format with
a female co-therapist.
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6 Assessment and Evaluation procedures
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6.1 Objective

The overall purpose of this study was to help men, who

sexually abuse children in their family, to gain control- of
their inappropriate behavior and to appreciate the damage

incurred by their victims. The specific goals of the
intervention hrere as fotlows; (1) to get the men to identify
the rationarizations they used, whi_ch alrowed them to
offend, (2) to understand and identify their own offense
cycle and teach them to break their arousar through a

aversive behavioral technique; (3) to dispel, through a sex
education curricur-um, âDy myths the perpetrator may have
internalized in this area, and. ¡ (a) to help then increase
their own self esteem by feering in contror of behaviors
which previousry have caused pain to themselves and their
families.

6.2 Subjects

The subjects were three men, who were referred to the
Psychologicar services center, university of Manitoba, for
this therapy by their probation officers. The participants
ranged in age from 26 to 36 with a mean age of 3r_. of the
three men referred, all completed the furr- term of therapy.
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This perhaps can be rinked to the fact all- three v/ere

carefully screened, and each had a condit.ion attached to his
probation order that reguired involvement in such a prog.ram.

Adnittance to this treatment rnodality was based on the
following criteria identified from the literature as
predicting positive prognosis and safe communi_ty management.

l-) The individuals had to be referred by their probation
or parole officer, and attendance had to be a condition of a

court disposition of a sexual assaurt by the perpetrator
against a chird in an i-ntra famiÌiar rerationship.

2) The individual- must have accepted at l_east a modicum
of responsibility for the assault.

3) The perpetrator must not have a criminal history of
similar sexual assaults.

4) The perpetrator wour-d reside in the community, and
not be incarcerated.

5) The perpetrator must be free from any drug and
alcohol dependence.
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6) The offense could not include
victim or the use of physical force
the commi_ssion of the of fence.

7) The participant agrees

reguired by the therapist and

Center.

physical injury to
against the victim in

to sign all release forms as

the Psychological Services

8) The perpetrator understand that
the program would result in a referral
the probation officer, and perhaps the

6.3 Assessment procedure

failure to complete

of the matter back to
court.

Prior to implementation of the intervention, a four week
assessment period was completed with each individual. The
protocol used (appendix 2) gathered relevant history around
the development of clients, sexuar_ knowledge and attitudes.
rssues identified incr-uded: rwhere was sexuar knowledge
gained?tt; trrvas the crient a victim of abuse or early
sexualization?r; and, rhlhat were the ror-es of signifi_cant
fanily members and sibrings in dever-oping his relationships
and sexuar- knowledge base either through observed behavior
or direct involvement?r. A sinilar examination was made of
the relationship he had with his partner and chil-dren at the
tine of the abuse.
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Two key issues arso had to be dear-t with during
assessment and intervention. The first was the perpetrators
attitude towards sexual behavior involving children. The

second was his attitude towards hinself.

The Attitude fnventory (A.f.), used by Abel and

associates, r9g4 Àppendix 3) was admini-stered to identify
specific beliefs which required modi_fication during
interventj-on. The attitude towards self \¡¡as measured through
use of the Hudson rndex of ser-f Esteem (rsE), (Appendix a)

to track cl_j_ents perceived image of self .

6.4 Variables Evaluated

The variabres exami-ned during the study h/ere: the
attitude of the perpetrator towards the offense and its
i-mpact on victim, and the perpetratorrs own ser-f image
often seen as a contributing factor to an offence. Each of
these variables h¡ere evaluated both during assessment and.

intervention phases. During assessment, assessment i_nstru-
ments vrere adrninistered on three occasi-ons, and during
intervention before and after each component of the modul_e.

The final variable
sexual knowledge. This

to be evaluated was the clientrs
was checked through a sexual_
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knowledge checklist (Appendix 5) administered before and
after i-nvolvement in that portion of the intervention
package.

6.5 Measures

of

as

The Attitude fnventory (AI) , (A,bel et
sel-f anchored scale (Bloom and Fischer,
one of the repeated measures.

âf, 1,984), a type

1982), was used

relation to this scale
Abel et. al. scal_e are not
Bloom and Fischer identify

As Bloom and Fi-scher state, serf anchored scales must be
based on the clients perceived desired outcome. Although
these men are required to attend, they arl have accepted at
least a portion of the responsibirity for the offense and
want to gain contror of their behavior. This scare, because
it addresses issues common with most men who are sexualJ_y
inappropriate with children, was therefore seen as an
appropriate toor- to use. Br-oom and Fischer regard self
anchored scales as appropríate measures, which appear to be
sensitive to change.

6.6 Reliabil_ity and Validitv

ïn examj_ning these issues in
validity and reliability data on

reported and were not available.
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a number of specific points in examining the face validÍty
of serf anchored scales. Firstly, this type of scare must be
seen to have face varidity. secondly, they must measure

things rronly the clíent can report on, and so they represent
his or her most accurate portrayat of the circumstances,
thoughtsr or feeringsr (B1oom and Fischer, p. 169). As the
Abel scale fulfirrs these cri_teria, they can be seen to have
face validity according to the Bloom and Fischer definition.

6.7 Linitations

The weakness of this type of scar-e is certain]-y its ]ack
of established reliability and validity checks. rt is with
linited statisticar confidence that one can draw inferences
from the data gathered from such instruments. Another
weakness is possible reactivity based on the self report
nature of scale. Because the perpetrator is very av/are of
the social- desirability of his answers, he may use some

which fit the norms of society. These in turn may effect the
information gathered and bias any observed outcomes (Bloon &

Fischer, i'g92) - rt is argued however that with proper
instruction as to its use and purpose, these types of scares
are the only v/ays v/e can get a real picture of clients,
thoughts and beri-efs (Bloom & Fi-scher, rg}2). As werl, the
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client is advised that honest responses wilr make the data
collected usefut for hirn during treatment for the identified
problem.

6.8 Hudson Index of Self Esteem (fSEì

This standardized measure (Hudson, Lgg2) was used to
evaluate the irnpact of the intervention program. The
perpetrator often has an extremely low level of self esteem.
This is seen both as a contributing factor prior to abuse,
as well- as a significant factor on his functioning once the
confrontíve nature of the intervention begins to break down
his individual defenses. These defenses often allowed hin to
become active in the negative behavior of the past.

The instrument is comprised of a twenty-five itern scare
by which, responses are indicated on a fi_ve-point Likert
scale ranging from 1 (rarely or none of tine) to 5 (most or
all of the time) - The crinicalry significant cutting point
for Iow self esteem is 3r- and above. The scale measures the
degree or magnitude of a problern the client has with his
self esteem.

This scale

adninistration
shown to be an

was chosen because of
and ease of collation.
accurate and reliable

its ease of
Às well, it has been

measure and i_s also
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acknov/redged to be sensitive to observable change. rt has
been shown, through repeated use, to have high stated
internaL and test-retest reliability correr-ations of o.90
(Hudson, i-982). The scale also has high face, concurrent,
and construct validity (Hudson, IgB2).

The only linitation seenr âs with other scar_es used, is
its possibre reactivity due to the nature of the identified
problem. Again, this problem is controlled by telling the
client that honesty is in his best interests.

6.9 Sexual Knowl_edge Scale

This scare was developed by Abel and associates to
measure sexual knowledge. rt is a self anchored scale which,
by design, has high face validity because it is specificarly
designed to measure knowledge before and after intervention.
As with other scales developed by Aber and Becker, no
reliability or validity data are reported. This scare was
used to ensure that the individuar-rs misinformation about
sexuality could be identified and correct information
provided during the course of the íntervention.
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6.1-0 Client Satisfaction Ouestionnaire

A client satisfaction questionnaire (Appendix 6) h¡as

administered at the completion of the intervention program.
This allowed the client to give feedback about the impact of
the packê9ê, and presentation by the therapist to identify
the benefits of the package to himself. Because these
guestionnaires can be subject to biases, such as a desire to
please therapists, the client was instructed at length about
the varue of being honest and precise in his responses.

ïn summary, three measures were used in the measurement
process. The Attitude rndex and Hudson s.E.f. v/ere
admini-stered on a regular basis during both assessment and
intervention phases. The sexuar knowledge scar-e was
adninistered on a pre-post basis, to measure for any change
in sexual knowledge following completion of that portion of
treatment.

6. l-1 Evaluation Design

This prog'ram utilized the A-B basis single system design
(Bloorn and Fischer, j,gBZ) .
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6.I2 A-B Basic Single System Desiqn

This design, consisting of two distinct phases, v/as used
to evaluate two variables, the perpetrators attitude to
offence and inpact on victim, and his ohrn feer_ings of serf
worth. This desÍgn was used to evaluate any ar-terati_ons in
client's attitudes to the offence and in crientrs ser-f
esteem. nÍrst it was used to give the perpetrator a picture
of his or¡¡n beliefs and history. From that information the
therapist was able to identify areas of behavior which
required nodification. As welr, the A phase was used to
establ-ish a base line which represented the cr_ientrs revel
of functioning and knowledge before intervention. The B

phase refers to the intervention, the behavioral techniques
which were used to confront and modify inaccurate knowr_edge

and inappropriate beliefs. The rnodification of attitudes and
beliefs gives the perpetrator some toor-s to herp him control
the likelihood of reoffence.

6. l-3 Advantages

Bloom and Fischer (LgB2) identify a number of advantages
of using the A-B design. First, it is a ti-me series desi-gn
which enables the practitioner to obtain repeated measures
of participant's progress throughout assessment, interven-
tion, and. for-row-up phases. This alr_ows the therapist to
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give the perpetrator feedback as to progress. The design
aIIows for an examination of the problem, for providing
knowledge and control of behavior during intervention, and
for comparing this to the crientrs starting point during
assessment- And finalry, because accountability i-s a key
issue, the measures used can be shown to therapist, the
perpetrator, the referring agency and society to give a
picture of the clientrs progress.

6.14 Linitations

The primary lirnitation of the A-B design is the fact
that it does not control for threats to internal varidity;
subsequently, there may be other factors which cour_d be
explanations for changes in behavior (Bloom & Fischer,
L982). Pressures that a perpetrator experiences from fami_ry,
courts, and external agencies, is an example of the
pot'ential for external factors that can effect treatment
outcome. The perpetratorrs change may have a]_ready begun due
to the above pressures prior to beginning treatment. However
what we can observe by exarnining the base r-ine is that
change which occurs as the cr-ient begins and continues in
treatment.

This study attempted to avoid threats to internal
validity by noting changes in clients duringr the
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intervention. Each session began with a review of the week

and discussion of any stresses the perpetrator may be
experiencing. rt shoul-d be noted that on two occasions
stress was so high that a session was spent dealing with
those issues instead of new treatment issues. As werr, by
examining the data across subjects, one is abre to look at
ressening the threats. Repetition of these observations
wourd add strength to any statements made regarding its
impact.

6. 15 Data Coll_ection

To estabrish a base rine The Attitude rnventory (A.r.)
and the Hudson scale (sEr) rÂ/ere completed by the clients on
at least three occasions on a weekry basis durÍng the A

phase. This ratio is suggested as being necessary to give
us a picture of the crient's revel of knowledge, etc., pri_or
to B phase (B100rn & Fischer, 1,gg2) . on a reguJ_ar interval
during the B phase, before and after each modure of the
treatment regime, the two scales were cornpleted by the
cl-ient- Arso the sexuar knowledge questionnaire was

adninistered before and after that portion of treatment
modure to observe effects on the perpetratorrs personal
sexuality knowledge. A11 measures, were readministered at a
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six week follow up session Finarly, the cr-ient satisfaction
questionnaire was distributed at the termination session of
the program.
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7 fntervention procedures
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For the purpose of this study treatment was done
individually with three convicted incest perpetrators. I{hil_e
these men certainly require much more in the way of
intervention, not onÌy for themserves, but for their vj_ctims
and their spouses, the focus of the intervention, provided
by this study, was a behaviorist approach, administered on
an individuar- basis, specificalry to deal with the
perpetratorrs sexually inappropriate behavior.

rt shourd be noted that comments are made about other
perceived approaches and the treatment needs of these men,
in the dj-scussj_on portion of the paper.

The treatment protocor was offered in three distinct
stages. Each stage dealt with information gathered during
the assessment phase as wer-I as wi-th other issues identified
by the therapist. Linking the individuar-rs needs and
problems with those described in Finkelhorrs Four Factor
Model- was the framework used. The descriptions used to
describe the three stages of treatment hrere drawn from
Ell-is, Hartry, et a1, (1987)

7.1- Cognitive Restructuring

A perpetrator holds a number of beriefs which r-imit his
ability to control- his offending behavior. This modure
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focused on these bel-iefs using Finkel_horrs Four Factor nodel
as a guide. The perpetrator is often an individuar who has
suffered abuse as a chird. As a resur-t he may deveJ_op

bel-iefs about himself and his experiences, which may show

themselves through his acting in a sexually offensive
manner. such experiences fit werl into Finkelhorrs
Precondition r: Emotional congruence. The perpetrator may

also have bel_iefs about parenting, formed through
observations of his ov/n parents which infr_uence the ror-e he
feels he shourd play as parent. such beriefs are encompassed
by Finkelhor's model as he describes the effects parenting
can have in pre-conditions T, rr and rrr. Each factor has a

great deal to say in helping to exprain how these men change
from being a parent to the chitd to taking the chir_d as a

sexuar partner. The finar- key point was to help the
perpetrator identify his rationarizations which allowed the
behavior to occur. The man must be confronted with these
rationalizations to help hirn avoid simir-ar difficurties in
the future.

cognitive distortions rerevant to offending are
ídentified through the crient,s individuar_ history, porice
reports, and statements to other professi_onars. These
beriefs are exposed for what they are to the perpetrator.
This process vras also achieved through ror_e praying the
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beliefs other perpetrators hord about offending behavior.

The najor objecti-ve and focus was to confront each
rationalization, and atternpt to show the perpetrator how his
belief in them has allowed him to breach a well established
culturar taboo in our society. The perpetrator was then
taught that he must be careful for the rest of hÍs life not
to make sirnilar rationarizations a part of his belief
system- The therapist utir-ized two videos during this
module, to help break down the perpetratorrs defensive warr-.
The videos r¡/ere 'Men vtho Mor-estr (Appendix 7), a descriptive
overview of a similar program in washington state and
rrrncest, The untor-d secretr, (Appendix g) - a video which
dramatically shows the effects incest has on the victims of
this offense.

7.2 Covert Sensitization

The second module consisted of teaching the perpetrator
the behavioral technique of covert sensitization. As
described by Aber et ar (i-g}4), covert sensitization is a
guided imagery technigue whereby the patient interrupts a
fantasy approximating the cycle of his sexual offence with a
image of an aversive conseguence for involving hirnself in
the behavior. The individual was i-nstructed to pick his ohrn

aversive image - one which has a great personal meaning and
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irnpact. The perpetrator was instructed to use the techni_gue,
and expected to practi-se it with the therapist. As werr-, he
hras expected to complete at least two taped sessions each
week as a homework assignment. The tapes v/ere spot checked
by the therapist.

Each covert sensitization cycle begins with a neutral
scene. Then the perpetrator describes his offence cycle out
loud, and then interrupts this cycle prior to assaur_t with
an aversive image- The final stage is an escape scene, where
the offender is encouraged to channer_ his arousar to an age
appropriate consenting partner. The perpetrator was shown
how he can use this technique to assist himself if he fert
inappropriate arousars, which courd indicate a increased
chance for reoffence.

7.3 Sex Education

This treatment module dealt with another identified area
of concern in most men who are sexuarry assaur_ti_ve. Most of
these men have been found to be lacking in knowredge about
sexual functioning, anatomy and behavior. The curricul_um
developed was designed to ensure correct information for
each perpetrator i-n order to avoid any rnisinformation whi-ch
in the past may have contributed to offenses.
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As díscussed, each índividuar perpetrator referred for
this study had the benefit of each of these modules on an
individual basis. The final two weeks were spent herping the
perpetrator devel0p a personal control plan to prevent
reabuse, which was incorporated in its contents all the
material offered to hi_m.

7.4 Didactical and pri_nted Materials

The program consisted of several mini-r-ectures, which
were designed to expand the perpetrators knowledge about
sexuality and its impact on himse]f and others. The sources
of printed materiars used. are identified and discussed in
the section of the report which examines the content of
sessions.

7.5 Role nodeling

The therapist arso used hirnser-f as a mode] for
comparison. This was especiarly useful when discussion
centered on many of the nyths v/e as men carry with us.

7.6 Feedback and Reinforcement

Ä'lthough the feedback to the perpetrators was not always
totally positivq strong efforts were made to support the
men whenever possj-ble. The therapist gave specJ_al
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recognition to any intimate sharing - as the men found this
so uncharacteristic from their normal experience of
interactions with another man. The most obvious example of
this was the difficulty the men had discussing their sexuar_

histories. rn the cases of two of the men - this invor_ved
sexual victinization as a chird, a point thelz had a great
difficulty discussing.

8 Content of Sessions

8.1 Mr. K.

Mr. K. is a 31- year ord separated mare. The separation
resul-ted frorn his convictÍon for sexual assault of his 7

year old step daughter. The assaur-ts occurred on numerous
occasions, and came to the attention of the legal
authorities onry after his second detection by his spouse.

on the first occasion his wife went to the pastor of
their church and the situation v/as not brought to the
attention of authorities. Mr. K. comes from a fundamentarist
reÌigious background as did his wife. Because the church was
such a najor part of their l-ives, his wife felt the matter
woul-d be brought under contror-. Hohrever, the behavior did
not stop for long, and when his wife was tor-d of the new

assault by her daughter, the police hrere called. The abuse
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involved fondring of the childrs vagina during dressing and
bathing, and mutual fondling in the bedroom. As a resur_t of
the porice investigation, charges rÁ/ere raid and a conviction
secured. The dispositíon of the court was three years
probation, no contact with the victim, and attendance at an
appropriate therapy.

After the conviction Mr. K. left the town where his wife
and the victim resided and moved to vüinnipeg to enter
studies at the university of Manitoba. At the time of the
study, he r,uas in the second year of his studies, taking
numerous language arts (e.g. French, German etc.). A]sor âs
a resurt of his conviction he was excommunicated from his
churchr âlì organization he was heavily involved with and
dependent upon.

Mr. K.'s early history is quite consistent with other
abusive men- He was raised in a very authoritarian home,
with his father being very firin and not especialJ-y
supportive to his children. The onry tirne he remembers
contact with his father was when he was bad. He remembers
his mother as being very submissive and often the recipient
of verbal and physicar abuse from his father. This abuse
also took the form of her knowledge of her husbandrs
infidelity.
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Mr. K. received no formal sexuar- education from his
parents. His o$/n interest and peer discussions were al_r he
remembered. Mr. K. also remembers sexual experi_mentati_on

with his sibling as a youngster. This took the form of
mutual masturbation with three of his four brothers. one of
his most signifÍcant memories is the death of one of his
brothers one of the three he rn¡as cl_osest to. Mr. Krs
oldest brother, whom he describes as being his fatherrs
favorite, reaJ-ly wasnrt someone he sartr as being real1y close
to.

8. l_. l- Session l_ Cognitive Restructuring (C. R. I

The first session was spent preparing Mr. K. for the
subject matter we would be discussing. As we moved into
cognitive restructuring it was important for the subject to
fully understand the concept. As well, it was important for
hin to see how, in the past, he has perhaps mi-nimized his
behavior and íts inpact on the victim through his beliefs.

To begin the treatrnent program, the subject was shown

two videos, to firstly focus hirn on the nature of the model
and secondly to impress upon him his responsibility to own

the probl-em and examine fully its impact on himself and
others.
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rrMen who Molest" - Appendi-x 7, public Broadcasting -
FrontÌine -1986

This is a tape showing a program currently used in
washington state. rt gives the subject a chance to observe
the techniques to be used, and. observe other men who have
offended as welr as a bit of the irnpact the behavior has had
on the victin.

ltÏncest, The Untold Secretil Appendix g, Lgg4.

This tape presents the stories of a number of
incest. It shares their pain, guilt, and. trauma.
shown to again focus the responsibil_ity where it
on his shoulders as the perpetrator.

victims of
The tape is
belongs

As one might imagine this session is extremery painfut
for the perpetrator. The therapist acknowredged this to Mr.
K., however he arso added that is a necessary step he must
take on the road to better controrJ-ing his inappropriate
behaviors. The discussion folrowing the tapes is meant to
acknowledge the subjects desire to gain contror_ of his
behavior. Mr- K., although depressed, acknowledged that he
now sees he used many of the same rationalizations prior to
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his assaurts. He sees many of the items he must work on

during therapy. As well he admitted, for the first time,
real sense of the pain he caused his daughter.

8. l-. i_. 1_ Irlrap gp

The therapist cr-osed the session with a review of the
intended purpose and key points in the tapes, êrs wer-r- as
acknowredging Mr. K.'s efforts and honesty, shown when he
discussed and examined his ov/n scenario in the context of
the material presented to him.

8. 1.l-.2 Homework

Mr. K- was told to develop his own list of distortions.
The therapist explained his list wour-d be discussed and
added to if necessary, with items gathered either from the
assessment or from a review of the referral documentation.

8.1-.2 Session 2 - C.R.

The first few minutes were spent reviewing the previous
session, and Mr. K.'s feeJ-ing both about the material and
his current state of nind. Again it is seen as very
important that the discussion of any difficurties whi-ch may
limit his aLtention to the material presented be deart with
prior to the actual sessj_on beginning.
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8. 1.2 . l_ Mini Lecture

The next portion of the session was devoted to a

mini-l-ecture explaining the term cognitive Restructuring and
how this module wi]r be presented to him. The importance of
developing his list of the distortions he used prior to his
assaults is expressed at rength. The therapist then expJ_ains
that t'o aid that process v¡e wi-lr be using ror-e plays of
other perpetrators' rationali-zations shared by, Abel and
associates (i-984) | in their treatment manuar. To herp him
really examine these, the therapist wil' reverse roles with
the perpetrator, having hirn take the role of a interviewing
authority figure. The goar of this process is to get the
perpetrator to see the weakness and incongruous nature of
the beliefs- (Appendix 9). Mr. K. has some difficulty
completing role pIays. He atternpts at times to be too
intellectuar- Mr. K. h¡as confronted and tord to folrow
instructions to the r-etter. He discussed his ov/n

distortions, and acknowledged the fact that he fert his
behavior was better than cheatj-ng on his wife. He ar_so

adnitted that he needed comfort he \4rasnrt getting from his
wife.
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8.l-.2 .2 Wrap Up

Again a review of material presented and acknowledgment
of Mr. K. 's efforts during the session. Discussion of any
perceived difficulties and his understanding of content
completed with therapist.

8.1-.2.3 Homework

Discuss situation with ex-wife by phone to see if she
can help with his distortions.

8.1.3Session3-C.R.

8. 1.3. 1 Review of Vteek

The subject is encouraged to share any information about
the previous week. Again importance \¡/as placed on having the
subject free of any baggage which might lirnit his abir_ities
to participate. As welr Mr. K. was asked to give the
therapist a quick review of the material discussed last week
as wel_l as sharing his 1íst of distortions.

8.1.3.2 Session

Again role reversal was used with the therapist acti_ng
out distortions from the Abel list. As wer_I, the therapist
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used examples drawn from Mr. K. rs list. The subject was

instructed that his position must rearly show the
perpetrator why the distortions are distortions and why they
are inappropriate. Remainder of session spent going over two
examples: The first being his distortion that a 7 year ord
can take the place of an adur-t contact, both sexually and to
provide hirn with emotional needs, and his rationalization
that his abuse really wasnrt that serious, ronlyrr fondling.

8.1-. 3.3 Wrap Up

The materiar presented was reviewed, and subject given
feedback as to his strengths or weaknesses at his rore. He

r¡ras asked to share any feelings about the distortions used
by the therapist if they represented his posj-tion at the
time.

8.1-.3.4 Homework

The subject was instructed to be prepared to present his
Iíst to therapist next week to alIow therapist to role pfay
his own rationalizations. Again the therapist exprained the
importance of honesty as the purpose of this whole exercise
is to increase his ability to contror- himser-f and save ar-r_

parties invol-ved from further pain and anxiety.
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8.1.4 Session 4 C.R.

8.1-.4.1- Discussion of Homework and Revi_ew of week

Mr. K. again explained in a spontaneous manner how for
the first tirne he saw he Ín fact did use di_stortions of
reality to aIlow his behavior. He realized that in the past
his ninÍmization and blarning caused hirn to see himself as
the victim. The two rnajor points presented were that he sav/

his assault as very minirnar- as he described it ronry
touchi-nq". Another point was that he fel_t his daughter wou]d
gror¡/ out of it. He usua]Iy saw how he blamed his spouse for
not keeping him happy sexuaIly. Each of these \Á/ere

acknowredged as key points he had to work at controlling.
the therapist added his efforts were r,uerl appreciated and
acknowledged.

I . l-. 4. 2 Session

The role plays used this week were those
as ones he used. Again, Mr. K. was pushed to
therapist how weak and inaccurate they were.
playing sessi-on with Mr. K using rear effort
inaccurate nature of these beliefs.

given by Mr. K

really show the

Excellent role
to show the
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8 .I. 4 .3 Vürap Up

Review of week, and again supportive comments to Mr. K

on his efforts at sel-f evaluation.

8. l-.4.4 Homework

The only request was to have Mr. K do a final
examination of his own situation to see if any stones have
been left unturned.

8.1.5Session5-C.R.

8. 1. 5. 1 Introductory Material

The session began with the compretion by Mr. K. of the
Attitude rnventory and the Hudson rndex of self Esteem. As

wel-l the weeks review of Mr. Krs life events occurred,.

8.1-.5.2 Discussion of Homework

Mr. K. again acknowredged further sour searching and
review of material. The one point he sarÀ/ as most important
was how, ât the time of the assaurts, he saw himself as a

victirn- He described his inabil-ity to have any female
friends outside his marriage and the rack of this friendship
within his marriage.
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He aÌso felt his very conservative, fundamentarist
background prevented him seeking this outside the marriage.
He in turn saw how he began to see his young daughter as a

mini adult, with whom he attempted to gain things he did not
have in his marriage. He could noh¡ see that he is the onry
person responsibJ-e for the assault. As he said, he is the
one who knew better, his daughter was just doing what kids
are taught to do, listen to their parents.

8 . l-. 5. 3 Session üIrap Up

Final- session was used. to tie together the materiar-
presented and show Mr. K. how he must work to avoid similar
diffículties in the future. The subject was tord, that he is
the one who must work at changing his behavior, not anyone
else. As wel-l, he must take extreme care that he doesnrt
al-Iow hirnself to ever again use rational_izations. This
demands that he watch art situations invor_ving kids, and.

avoid any unnecessary testing of his abirity to contror_
himself.

8.1.6 Mr. rrK'r covert sensitization (c.s.) session r_

8. l-. 6. l- Review of the lteek
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The first itern of business \¡/as to have the crient
cornplete all necessary questionnaires.

8.L.6.2 Mini Lecture & Session

The instructions on the techniques
given as described in previous section,
Procedures 5.2. Covert Sensitization

and its use v¡ere

Intervention
page 48.

fn Mr. tKrsrr situation specifically he developed a
personal list of aversive scenes and identified his chain of
arousal.

Mr. rtK'st chain of arousar- al-ways began the same v/ay -
his being alone at home when his daughter came home from
school-. she arrived home before her sibring because she
attended school i.n crose proximity to the family home. when
she came in, he would ask her to go upstairs to pray their
secret game. He always saw her willingness to do so as an
indÍcation that she riked the game. The game involved mutuar_
fondling, his to the point of orgasin with his crothes on.

The next agenda itern was to get Mr. rKr to describe his
discovery scene. Arr of his exampres invor-ved discovery by
his wife and information coming out in the community. Mr.
rrKrr did not use any scene he himself had not experienced,
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many were very pov/erful for him.

rn his neutrar scene Mr. rKr used numerous vari-ations of
a scene invol-ving hirn going for a walk on a summer evening
around a sma11 lake in the country.

Mr. rrKt chose sexual involvement with his current
gírlfriend as his escape scene. He arso used a non-sexual
scene involving a woman he would like to get to know.

8.1. 6.3 Homework

The perpetrator was instructed to complete a tape of at
reast two comprete sequences of the technique. The therapi_st
advised him that the tapes would be spot checked to ensure
compliance and understanding

8.1.7 c.s. Ê2

8 . l-. 7. 1 Review of the Week

The session began with a review of the week, and
verification of compliance in cornpreting the homework
assignment. Again Mr. rKrr was tord the importance of using
this technique, if he finds himself being aroused. by a
chil-d. The technique was agai-n completed by the crient as
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the therapist monitored to guarantee cornpletion. rf
monitori-ng identified areas that needed work the crient was

advísed and coached to increase the j-mpact.

Mr. rrKrr reported that i-t was difficult to complete the
exercise with the therapist in the room. The therapist took
a firm stand, indicating the importance of ensurì-ng
compliance, but arso acknowl-edged that he appreciated the
difficurt nature of the exercíse. The client was reminded
that he had to complete the technique, if he really wanted
to gain more control over his behavi_or. The therapist gave

Mr. rrKrr support for the effort he showed in working through
this weekrs session.

8.1.7.2 Homework

Mr. rrKt is agai-n instructed to comprete another tape and
al-so that feedback wil-l be given on tape handed in from the
previous weeks homework assignment.

8.1_.8 C.S. #3

8.1.8.L Review of the Week

Mr. rrKrr was given feedback on

The client was told that he had a

process, however both steps were

his first homework tape.
good understanding of

too brief. He was
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admonished that on one occasion, he mentioned actually
touching the victirn. Mr. rK' stated he had real_ized that he
had, and that he was going to advi-se the therapist but
forgot. Mr. rrKt arso advised that when deveroping an

aversive scene, he wanted to add a new one. The scenario
involved being discovered by his wife, who stated that as a
victim of abuse herself, she could not berieve the man she
married could do this to her chirdren. This truth is
something Mr. ilKrr experienced in his o\4rn situation, and is
al-so one that really hurt hÍm.

The session moved on to the crient cornpleting two
sequences of the technique. Mr. rrKrr showed good understand_
ing and compli_ance.

8. 1-.8.2 Homework

Mr. rrKrr was to complete a homework tape on at reast two
occasions during the week.

8.1.9 C.S. g4 f,ast Session

8.1-.9.1 Review of the Week & Homework Tape

The client reviewed the weekrs activities, commenting
that the pressure of schoor had been increasing and inaki_ng

tirne to do the tape, harder o find. Therapist. restated the
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need and importance of completing aJ-1 homework assignments
during treatment. Mr. rrKr also advised, that he was using a

nev/ aversive image. He advised, he nov/ recall_s that his wife
had been a victim of sexuar- abuse at the hands of her
father, and that the pain he saw in her face, when she
discovered his abuse, had much more meanì-ng to hin.

I . l-. 9.2 Session

Mr- rrK'sr! understanding of the concept r^/as very sorid,
however he stir-I tended to shorten the J-ength of the
scenario. During this weekrs exercise, the therapist watched
the time closeJ-y and pushed the cr-ient to comprete every
section cornpletely.

Mr. rrKt! shared personal information, and stated he finds
it' difficur-t to do the exercise because he now sees the pain
he has caused. The therapist explained that keeping this
clear in his mind is very important so that he can contror
the behavior he dislikes so much.

The session ended with completion of the self esteem
index and attitude j_nventory.
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8. 1.9.3 Homework

The client was asked to complete a finar homework tape.
Again, he was advised that it would be checked and discussed
at the next session.

8.1-.10 Sex Education (SEl Session g j_

The session began with completion of forms, Hud.son

(s.E.r.), Attitude rnventory and sexual KnowJ_edge rnventory
(Abel et a1 , r9g4) . This r-ast measure was used as a pre
post test, of improved understanding of sexuality
information.

8. 1. l-0. 1 Mini Lecture

The session then moved on to a rnini lecture on the need
and value of the information. Mr. rKr v/as advised that
incomplete or inaccurate sexuar knowledge, is common to this
crient population. He was advised that the therapist feels
that a program v/as necessary to ínsure accurate knowredgre,

as it is difficurt for anyone to adrnit a r_ack of personal
knowledge about human sexuality.

The next portion of the session was spent watching a

short filn on adolescent male sexuaríty entitled ,Ard r
NORMALì ]-979 (Appendix 13). This short fitn depicts a young
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man searching for answers about his own body and human

sexuality. The therapist used the filrn to l_ower tension and
address some basic issues about male sexuality, e.g. r

masturbation, v/et dreams, erections, etc.

8. i-. LO.2 Homework

Mr- rrKrr was given some reading assignments this week - a

short article on male nyths. (Appendix 11).

8. l-. l-l- S. E. Session g!

8.1-.Ll.1 Mini Lecture and Check on Knowl_edge

This sessíon was spent on a discussi-on of mare and
female anatomy. Prior to the rnini lecture Mr. rKr v/as asked
to name various parts of male and female genital areas. This
was achieved by having the cr-ient firr in appropriate names

besides a diagran which hras provided (Appendix !4, 15) . rn
the client's copy of these diagrams, alr parts are reft
unlabe11ed. The cr-ient was instructed to use the correct
name if possible, otherwise, whatever name by which he knew
the body part.

The therapist then moved into a mini lecture on mal_e and
female anatomy, checking the clientrs und.erstanding, as Ì¡/e

got to it in notes, again using the crient,s diagrans. Mr.
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rrK'srr knowredge in this area was fairJ_y sound, however there
v¡as some difficurties especialry with femare anatomy. the
sessíon was highlighted by excetlent discussion and effort
bY Mr. rrKtr .

8. l-. 1-:--.2 Homework

Mr. rrKr! was given a general article to read in the area
of venereal disease (Appendix 10) and a general articr_e on
sexuar dysfunctions (Appendix 16). These r4¡ere given to
hopefully stirnurate discussion, if either area need.s more
discussion during our rneeting.

8 . l-. 1-2 S. E. Session fll

8.l-. i-2. l- Discussion of Homework

Mr. rrKrr came with a number of
disease. The therapist asked the
them, and was also encouraged to
prior to us covering material in

8. l-. L2.2 Mini Lecture

questions about venereal-

cl-ient to make a note of
seek out answers himself
our next session.

This portion of the treatment was very much in r-ecture
format. However, this met the identified goal of dispeJ-ling
misinformation and rack of knowredge. This session covered
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areas of conception and contraception. Mr. rKrr fe]t that all
responsibility for contraception should be with r¡/omen. This
view was discussed stating the responsibility should be
taken by both and must be mutually agreed upon. There was

extra time spent discussing vasectomy and the need and
proper use of condoms. Mr. rKrr r_acked a great deal 0f
information in this area. As mentíoned he felt that the
major responsibility for contraception should be the womanrs
as he went on to describe a si-tuation using bibr_ica1
references to argue his point. Mr. rrKrr was confronted on his
beliefs, telring him without any opportunity for rebuttal
that his response must be seen for what it is, a berief in
the need for men to be dominant in their sexual_

rerationships. The therapist stated clearry this is another
rationalization he must work on to prevent himser-f from
perhaps using it in the future to make his i.nvor-vement in an
unplanned pregnancy totally the womanrs responsibiJ_ity. The
cLient was tord cJ-earry that he and his partner must
mutually agree upon what rnethods of birth contror are
necessary, and that it cannot be a subject that is r_eft
undiscussed. The therapist and client discussed this issue
at length, and. the client rinked his views to his very
fundamentalist background. At the end of the session, the
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therapist, although confident that the information was

understood, was not convinced that the client furry accepted
the presented position.

8.L.L2.3 Homework

Mr. rrKrr was asked to do some research into the area of
venereal diseases to facilitate discussion in the next
session which would be spent covering that materiar.

I . l-. l-3 S. E. Session #L

The last session was spent discussing vari_ous venereal
diseases and reviewing all the various types of birth
control. During this session Mr. rKr arso shared information
he had gathered concerning A.r.D.s. and Herpes rr. The

session began with another rengthy discussion on birth
control. This was aided greatly by the therapistrs abirity
to show various techniques and devices, included in the
birth control kit on l-oan from pranned parenthood winnipeg.
The discussion v¡as very positive and Mr. rKr seemed to be

amazed by the facts around effectiveness and the
difficulties the user sometimes has with some of the
methods. The two areas which generated the most discussion
were the r.u.D. (rnter uterine Device) and the cervical cap.
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The discussion in the area of venerear- di-seases was also
very positive. Mr. rrKrr had a sound knowledge in this area

which he l-inked to a science course he had taken at
university. The session ended with the compretion by the
client of all the necessary guestionnaires.

8. 1-.13.l- Homework

The client was given a homework assignment - to begin to
pull together all data discussed and see how it could be

used to prevent reabuse.

8.1-.14 Session fl! Control Ptan (C.p.)

8.1-.14.1, Review of Week & Homework

Again the session began with a review of the clientrs
week. He advised that his week had been quite productíve,
and that he had done a great deal of thinking about the
content of the program. He fert it has given hím insight
into himsel-f, âs well as skills to contror- his behavior.

8. l-. L4 .2 Mini Lecture

The focus of this lecture was to expJ-ain the concept of
a control pran. The therapist explained to Mr. rK, that he
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is the one who must monitor his behavior for the rest of his
life. The therapist added that if he is serious about doing
so, he must develop a personal control plan.

The importance of having these things written down and
available for revier^r \¡/as also exprained so that they woul-d

always be in his thoughts.

The next discussion centered on Finkelhorrs Four Factor
Model- (Appendix ]-7) which was used with the client, to
identify areas, which are probrematic for hirn, and need to
be addressed in his contror pran. These are hopefulry
identified by the client, hov/ever, if they are not, the
therapist would confront the ctient with other possibiri-
ties.

The next task, was to begin to identify issues to be
included in the control- plan. using the Four Factor Model as
a guide the client identified the following.

r-) To use the technique of covert sensitization if
aroused by a chi1d.

2) To make and seek out adult social_ contact,s.
3) Avoid situations which place him al_one with children,

if in rel-ationship, partner needs to be arÀrare of his history
and take on rnajority of child caring responsibirity.

4) Begin working on own serf-confidence, by being more
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outgoing and work on my stuttering.
5) Maintain interest outside of academj_cs - work towards

locating enjoyable ernployment, not l_ow level stress causing
j obs.

6) Remember pain and sorrow caused to victin and spouse.

7) Remember outcome of court process, pubJ_ic response.
8) Think about consequences of reoffence, pain to others

and serf, reaÌize it woutd result in i-ncarceration.
9) Never put brame anywhere, but where it berongs.

8 . 1. 1,4.3 Homework

The therapist asked client to review items already on

list and think of others.

8 . l- . 15 C. P. Session g!

8. 1. l-5.l- Review of Week

The therapist conducted a short review of
the effort put into homework. The client had

session with a number of other things to add

8.1. L5.2 Session

the week and

come to the

to his ]ist.

10) Avoid situations where he is totarry alone with
kids.
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11) rrr realize r am at rj-sk, as Ìong as r am ar-ive.rl
L2) Never ret things in my rife boir over in the

future' more communicati-ons with spouse and friends, more

sharing of frustrations. rl

13) rrAlways keep in rnind that chir_dren cannot give
informed consent to sexual contact. rl

]-4) Be assertive. say no to situations that put me at
risk. rl

8.l-. l-5.3 Vürap ep

The remainder of the session was spent compreting
closure- The therapist acknowredged the effort Mr. ,K,r put
i-nto the program and was encouraged to make use of his new

skilIs. The therapist asked ctient to complete final battery
of questionnaires, as welr- as the client satisfaction
Questionnaire (Appendix 6). Arso advised therapist wour-d be
contacting hirn in future for further follow-up.
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9 Content of Sessions
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9.1 Mr. B

Mr. rrBt Ís a 36 year old married male with three
chil-dren. The two youngest are the product of this current
union- The eldest daughter, the victim, was a chird of Mrs.
rrB'srr previous union. The children range in age from 6 to
L6, the victirn being 13 at the time of the assault.

The assaur-ts took place over a number of years and
involved fondling of the victinrs vagina through and under
clothing. rt also invorved the victim being encouraged by
the perpetrator to rub her body against cr-ientrs penis
through clothing. The majority of the assaurts took prace
during wrestling episodes while watching television in the
basement and during times when both lvere doing the raundry.

when the matters were reported by the vi-ctim to her
mother, the client readily admitted them and turned himsetf
over to police. The result of the court proceeding was the
placement of the subject on three years probation with a

major condition being invorvement in treatment deemed

appropriate by probation services and the child protection
Center.
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The therapist worked closely with the child protection
center due to the victimrs continued residence in the famir_y
home with the client. There were al-so extensive invol-vement
with Child and Family Services.

Mr. rrB'st early history is again consistent with those
of men charged wíth alike offences. Mr. nBrr T¡/as raised j_n a
home where his rnother and father fought continualry. The
client's father was a very abusive man, and a heavy drinker.
The end resurt was that he left the home to escape when the
children v/ere in early teens.

Mr. ItBrr remembers that he and his sibring took on the
major part of their own upbringing. Mr. rrBrr remembers many

beatings at the hands of his father and these only ended
when he was o1d enough to fight back.

Mr' trB'st adorescence v/as marked with numerous

difficulties- He had a great deal of troubLe with schoor and
left fairry early. Mr. r'Br v/as invor-ved extensively with
delinguencies a large porti-on of which came to the att.ention
of authorities.
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Mr. rrB'sr! own sexuar- history began fairly earry. rt
involved sexual contact including intercourse at a very
earry age. Mr. tBr arso remembers sexual games with an order
sister- This invorved mutuar- masturbation and fondJ_ing.

Mr- rrB'srr marriagre has also been very strained. Mrs. rB'
is herserf a victirn of sexual- abuse by her father at a young
age as wel-l as numerous rapes as she was growing up. Mr.
rrB'srr stepdaughter, the victim, is a product of one of the
countless relationships Mrs. rrBr hras involved in prior to
their marriage. Mrs. rBr has never resorved her own

victirnization, arthough a number of professi_onal_s invol-ved
with the fanily continue to v¡ork in that direction.

As expected, the trust factor between cr-ient and spouse
r^ras extremely strained at tirnes. The therapist continuously
pushed and encouraged the farniry to seek couples therapy. To

this point in tine, this has met with littre success. The

major stunbring block being Mrs. ,Brsr feeling that this
shows she was somehow responsibre for her daughterrs
assault. This is a problem the professional_s invol-ved with
the farnily continue to struggle with. The message was very
cIear, that the therapist,s only concern is that her
decision to rernain with the client, required her to take
certain steps to protect her chitdren.
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The ones identifíed were to increase effective
communication as a couple, and. especia]_Iy help her husband

avoid situations where he is in high risk of reoffence (e.g.
baby-sitting children) .

The victim, now 16 years of age, has had numerous

problems herself. she is a young rady who has totarry
rebell-ed against her parents. At the tirne of the study she

r^¡as out of the home and involved with a man in his
mid-twenties. child and Family services continued to work
with both victÍrn and the total fani]-y. Mr. rrB' saw himself
as the one who must take responsibility for his daughterrs
problem.

9.1.1 C.R. Session ¡[!

9 . l-. 1-. 1 Mini Lecture

As with the previous crient, sessions began with
completion of all necessary forms and questionnaires
followed by a step by step description of cognitive
restructuring as described in section 5(1) of the
intervention procedures .

The therapist arso screened the two videos as previousry
discussed in both the intervention procedures and in Mr.
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rrK'srr content section. The session ended with a discussion
of the impact of materiars on Mr. rrB'. The client advised
that both vídeos v/ere extremely powerful. He can now see his
behavior in a way he has never r-ooked at it before. The

inpact on the victim is especially haunting as he sees his
daughter's current difficulties mirrored in the young ladies
on the tape.

9. l-. i-.2 Homework

The therapist
reality and begin

have used.

e.1.2 c.R. É2

asked the client to examine his own

to identify some rationalizations he may

9.L.2.1 Review of the Week

Mr. rrBrr began with a number of statements regarding the
content of videos. He was disturbed by the content and
stated it rearry hit him extremery hard. He and his partner
discussed the content at length and he requested the use of
the videos to view at home. The therapist advised that this
was possible, if they were prepared to do it with someone in
a therapeutic role because of the tension that this rnight
generate in the rel_ationship.
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Mr. rrBrr agreed and felt he and his wife could discuss
the matter more. The client then offered two rationar iza-
tions he had identified over the week. They wirr be noted
now and addressed later.

r-) Mr. rrBrr stated that he often felt that he was showing

his victim special attention, not hurtj-ng her.
2) Mr. rrBrr also rationalizeA that the victimrs returning

to hirn v¡as a sign that she was enjoying the abuse, not
seeing her as a young child who had no other choice.

9.I.2.2 Session

The remaining time was spent with the therapist
reversing rores with Mr. rrBr and rore playing rational_ iza-
tions listed in Abe] and Associates. (Appendix L2) This
exercise successfulry showed Mr. rBr how real these bel_iefs
become to men like himserf, and. how he must Learn to
recognize when he is slipping into that pattern of thought.
The therapist discussed each after the role prays, and.

pressed Mr. rrBrr to see if he might have used any of the
examples discussed. rn the discussions he sav/ some of the
issues as possibre, advising the therapist he will do more

thinking during the week.
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9. l-.2 .3 Homework

The therapist instructed the cr-ient to examine his ohrn

situation and identify any rationalizations that had not
been di-scussed.

9.1.3 C.R. Ë3ttweek 3tt

9. 1-. 3 . l- Review of Week

Mr. rrBrr reported that stress within his famiry was again
at a crisi-s point. Mr. ,Br indicated that his victi_m was

once again at home, however she was continuing to act out.
Mr. rrBrr advised that as a result of the two tapes shown to
him in therapy, he had written the victim a letter accepting
total responsibility for the abuse. As wer-I, he reported
that he had asked her to work with the faniry and child and
Fanily services to resol-ve the current problems. He told the
victim that he fert that because of his invorvement in the
abuse, the famiry would need externar help to deal with
these issues. Mr. rB, was given positive strokes for how he
handled the situation. The therapist offered to be part of
any team meeting that rnight be cal-red. Mr. 'Brr added more
rationalizations to his l_ist.

(3) rrr didn't have intercourse with rny daughter,
therefore I didnrt molest herfr.
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(4) rrThe víctim will gror¡r out of it.n
(5) ItBecause r told her r was moresting her, and she

didn't run ar¡ray, she must enjoy it. n

9.i-.3.2 Session

we continued the use of ror-e play on this occasion,
using exampres previously identified by the perpetrator,
from his own situation. After working through two examples,
we had a general discussion about the exercises and process.
Mr. rrBrr acknowledged the varue he fel_t this process has in
helping to cure hirn of his probl-em. The therap1-st confronted
Mr. rrBrr because of this statement, statíng very clearry the
goar of intervention is to give Mr. ,Brr insight into his
problem and some ability to control his behavior. He was

reminded that there is no magicar cure available, but that
it is a liferong direction, he must take to prevent reabuse.

9.L.4 C.R. S1! ttWeek 4tt

9 .I. 4. l_ Review of hleek

Mr. rrBrr reported that the previous week went
He reported that his family meetì-ng was held and

v/as quite Iow.

quite wel_I.

his stress
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9.1.4.2 Session

we moved into more role plays of his own rational_ iza-
tions. Mr. rrBrr stated, that he found this a very valuable
exercise as it let him observe his behavior as seen by the
victim. rt rnade him rearize how he reaÌ1y mÍsused hi_s

position, physical size, and his daughterrs trust when he

was abusing her.

9.1-.4.3 Wrap ep

session ended with the therapist expressing some rea]
support for the effort shown by Mr. rBr. Necessary forms and
questionnaires completed.

9. 1. 5 Covert Sensitization (C. S. ) Week j-

9. 1.5.l- Review of Vteek

Mr. rrBrr again stated that the program v/as a positive
experience so far because of the opportunity it gave hin to
gain ínsight into his own behavior.

9 . l-. 5.2 Mini Lecture

Prior to moving into new material ar-r forms and

questionnaires v/ere completed by the client. The step by
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step explanation of this procedure was gone over with the
client- The therapist advised Mr. rrB, that c. s. is a

behavioral- technigue, which can be used by the client to
control inappropri-ate arousal, and is a di_rect step he can
take to contror his own behavior. The totar sequence of
stages was exprained as stated in intervention procedures.

The first step was then to get Mr. rB¡r to dever_op his
unique offense cycle. That is to be abre t.o identify, both
the activities and the feerings he had prior to the offence
against the chi1d.

Once he can verbalize his own unique cycle he is
instructed to make a rist of the most aversive consequences
for being discovered involved in the activity.

Mr. rrBrr then began to describe his unique offence cycle.
As mentioned briefly in his backqround section Mr. 'B,! had
two different scenarios. The first involved him and his
daughter lying side by side watching terevisi_on. He wour_d

then begin to wrestle with his daughter which he made sure
involved her being pressed and rubbed against his penis. He

wourd arso grab her during these episodes ín the area of the
vagina and breasts.
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The second scene involved him being in the
doing some wash. His daughter woul_d enter the
would again begin to wrestl-e and the assaul-ts

laundry room

room, they

would occur.

rn l-ooking specificarly at his aversive scenes he had no

difficulty coming up with a number. The first invorved being
discovered by his wife in the scene. Mr. rBrr advised he can
still remernber the l-ook of pain on her face when she found
out. Arso very real to hirn is that this made her own abusive
hisLory come screaming back at her. Another scene Mr. rrB'

used was to remember the time he spent rocked up at the
Pubric safety Buirding during the investigation. He verbarÌy
described the smeIl, the sounds of the doors clanging shut
and of other inmates whimpering in the darkness.

Mr. rrB'st neutral scene always was the sane. rt i_nvorved
sitting in a boat in the middle of a rake on a summer day
fishing - not rea11y caring if he caught anything, just
listening to the waves rap against the sides of the boat.

The final stage was identification of his escape scene.
Mr- rrBrr again used the same escape scene, for the most part
that being sexual involvement with his wife. on a couple of
occasíons the activity did not always result in intercourse,
but certainly invol-ved mutual pleasuring - not always sexual
in context.
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9. l-. 5. 3 Homework

Mr. rrBrt was first acknowledged for effort he extended
during the week's session. Mr. rBr was given a blank tape
and instructed to complete at least two fulr twenty minute
sessions of the technique. He was advised that the tapes
will be spot checked to ensure complJ-ance and understanding.

e.1-.6 c. s. frz

9. l-.6. 1 Review of week

The session began with a review of crientrs week. Mr.
rrBrr hras reguested to produce homework tape and advised it
would be checked and commented on next week. Mr. rBr advised
that at present things at home are going okay.

9.I.6.2 Session

Mr- rrBrt completed the cycle and put good effort into the
exercise. The therapist questioned why onry one aversi_on
scene was used, that being the detention in the jail. Mr.
rrBrr advised that the discovery by his wife v/as very hard to
talk about and describe - he admitted to avoidi_ng its use.
The therapist advised the client that it must be used and
instructed the client to do another comprete cycle. Mr. ,8,
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put in a good effort and personal pain was evident. Mr. 'Br!
was given positive comments regarding his efforts exerted
during the l-ast example.

9. l-. 6.3 Homework

The therapist asked Mr. rBrr to comprete two comptete
rehearsals during the week.

e.i_.7 c.s. d3

9. 1-. 7. l_ Review of Week

There was actually two weeks to revi-ew due to cr-ient,s
horidays. A number of events had occurred in the crientrs
life during that tirne. Mr. rBrr reported that he was invotved
in assaurt of his daughter's (victimrs), boyfriend. He

reported that hÍs daughter is fifteen years old and her
boyfriend is twenty-four years of age. The therapist
identified a number of issues and contracted with cli_ent to
set up a team meeting with all parties during he coming
week. Mr. trBrr reported feeling more at ease and agreed to
attend.

Mr. rrBrr then indicated that he had no difficurty
cornpleting the assÍgnment. The therapist noted that Mr. ,,8'
used one aversi-ve consequence. Mr. rrBr advised that after
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last week's discussion, he used all- images, and he fel_t that
this weeks homework tape would indicate that to the
therapist.

9. l-.7. 2 Session

Mr. rrBrr began with a statement as to the varue of
technigue. He saw how if he was aroused. again, he cour_d use
this t,echnigue to 1ower arousal feeì_ing.

Mr. rrBrr then moved into the exercise, and completed it
without any difficulties or encouragement. Mr. rBr has a

very good understanding of technique and did seem to put
honest effort into completing ít.

9. 1-.7. 3 Homework

The therapist assigned Mr. ,Br to comprete the hornework

tape, and advised him that repeating the exercise will_ make

it a part of his repertoire, which he woul_d come to use
automatically. That was why we rÂ/ere repeating it over and
over. Again, the goaJ_ was to give him control_ over
inappropriate behavior.
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e. 1.8 C. S. É4

9 . L.8 . l_ Review of Ï{eek

Mr. rrBrr advised that the situation at home was much

better and that charges against him had been dropped. He

reported that his family hras nor¡/ involved in ongoing contact
with a family therapi-st. Mr. .Brt advised that hi_s homework

tape r¡¡as completed as prescribed and that he had also done
extra repetitions. The therapist advised that review of the
previous tape showed good understanding and effort in
completion.

9.I.8.2 Sessíon

Mr. rrBrr ruent through two excelr-ent examples of
technígue. His understanding and use of methods was very
positive. The therapist acknowledged Mr. rrBrsr effort and
instructed him that this is a technique he must practise to
ensure its freshness in mind. The therapist arso advised hirn
that, this technique should be incl-uded in his control pran.
The session ended with the cli-ent comp]_eting alr necessary
forms and questj_onnaires.
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9. 1.9 Sex Education (S. E. ) Session t_

This session began with cornpletion of forms, i.e., the
Hudson (s-E.r.) Attitude inventory and sexuar- Knowledge

inventory (Abe1 et al, rgg4). This rast measure wil_I be used
as pre - post test, of improved knowledge about sexuality
infonnation.

9.l-.9.l_ Mini Lecture

The therapist exprained the need and var_ue of this type
of information. The therapist advised, that incomplete or
inaccurate sexual knowledge is common to this crient group.
The therapist began from the position that the client knew

Iittle, therefore the content had to cover arl the main
areas.

The next agenda iten as discussed in the intervention
procedures section 5(3) was to screen and discuss the short
filmItAm r Normal.r Mr. rBr advised that the nature of the
film and its content made him a little more at ease moving
into this section of treatment. He fel_t a l_ittle more

comfortable in perhaps talking about sexuar matters.
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9.L.9.2 Homework

Mr. rrBr! was given a short reading assignment on mare

myths (Appendix 11).

e.1_.i_o s. E. p

9. 1-.l-0. l_ Review of I¡Ieek

Mr. rrBrr advised that things at horne \Á/ere fairly stable,
and in general he hi-mserf was more at ease. completed
reading assignment and had no major questions.

9.1.IO.2 Session

The therapist then moved into the session on mal_e and
female anatomy. Mr. rrBr had a great dear of troubr_e
compreting diagrams. As werr his rack of knowredge of proper
names made it necessary to check into various slang terms he
used. The therapist was carefur not to insurt his
understanding, however the therapist did show hirn aÌr the
proper parts with correct names, and when appropriate,
linked the crients term or slang with the correct name.
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9 .I.l-0. 3 Homework

The therapist gave Mr. rBr generar reading materi_al on

venereal diseases (Appendix _i-o) and a general article on
sexual dysfunctions (Appendix 16) . This was gi-ven to
stimulate discussion.

9.1_.1_1 s. E. E

9. l-.11. 1 Review of lrleek

Mr. rrBrr stated he had a number of questions about
venereal diseases and also about birth contror. The

therapist encouraged hin to r-ocate anshrers prior to us
covering this in session, and if stir] unsure, to raise the
issue again as the material- was covered in class.

9. 1-. 1-1.2 Mini Lecture

The purpose of this weeks recture was to cover
information on contraception. A majority of the time was

spent explaíning the process of egg fertir_ization and
chanqes that both the male and femar-e body undergoes as
j-mpregnation occurs.
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9 . l-. i-i-. 3 Homework

The therapist instructed Mr.

his ov¡n ç[uestions by doing some

to share hj-s findings or 1ack of
hras covered.

e.1_.12 S.E. frA

rrBrr to attempt to ansr¡rer

research, and encouraged hirn

findings as the material

This sessÍon was spent covering venerear_ diseases, with
extra tine spent on AIDS and Herpes simplex rr, as Mr. rrBr!

acknowledged that these were two items about which he had
questions. Mr. tBrr revealed that he knew very rittre about
other sexually transmitted diseases (srDrs). This was

surprÍsing based on the fact that he had twice been infected
with STDrs.

vüe then moved into a discussion of alr types of birth
control, making use of the birth contror kit roaned from
Planned Parenthood Vüinnipeg.

The session ended v¡ith an open discussion and compretion
by Mr. ItBrr of arI required forms and questionnai-res.
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9 . 1 . l-3 Control plan ( C. p. ) Session l-

9.l-.l-3. 1 Review of Week

Mr. rrBr advised that
problems. He also stated
months of work and feels

9.L.]-3.2 Session

his week was without, major

that he has reviewed the last few

more a\¡rare of his own situation.

The therapist began by commenting on his shared
information making a basic statement that evaluation of
content and its potentiar varue for him as a perpetrator
will be one of our primary tasks over the next two weeks.

The next item t,o be addressed was a generar_ definition
and explanation of the i-dea of a personal contror- pran. The
therapist informed Mr. 'B' that the contror_ pJ_an is the
personal list of things he canrt, shour-d and must do to
prevent him from reabusing another chird. The therapist
impressed upon the crient the importance of identifying
these iterns and in turn writing them down.

The therapist again used Finkerhorrs Four Factor Moder_

(Appendix ]-7) to identify potentiarty probrematic areas of
behavior and beriefs, whÍch require constant monitoring by
the perpetrator.
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Mr. rrBrr using the four factor model as a guide began to
identify areas needing personal attention.

1-) rrRealizing the danger of trying to rel_ive times as a

youngster when r was invorved in very pleasurable sexual
activity.tt

2) rrwhen marriage is under stress, talk things out with
partner, donrt look to my children for comfort.rl

3) rfAvoid baby-sitting, continue to work with spouse, to
help me avoid such situationsn.

4) rrRemember to use covert if r become aroused. by a

child. t'

9.L.l-3.3 Homework

The therapist instructed Mr. rBr to examine his ornrn

history to l-ook at other points to add to his contror p]an.
The therapist encouraged hin to discuss his j_dea with his
wife for her input.

e.t-.14 c.P. fu

9. 1.14. 1 Review of !üeek

Mr. rrBrr advised he had a productive week. Has returned
with a list of added conditions for his control p1an.
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9.1.L4.2 Session

The added condi_tions v/ere:

4) rrAvoid use of pornography in relationship films
etc. !r

5) rrcontÍnue to be invorved with partner in working on

improving our communicationrr.

6) rruse masturbation, if no other outlet avairabre to
relieve arousal. (Use appropriate fantasy)

7) rrNo play fighting or wrestling with kids.,l
8) rrrf under stress, marriage, job family etc. - tar_k to

someone, don,t hold it inside."
9) rrBe more assertive learn to say no to kids and

difficui-t situatíons that r may find myserf in.rl
10) rrRemember children cannot give informed consent to

ínvolvement in sexual activities.rl
11) rrNever forget what happened to me and my fanily

because of what f did.rt
12) rrBecause of my attitude towards r¡/omen. Realize r at

times want to hurt them. Because r stirr view my mother
leaving me as a chird as her faurt and a persona] put down.
Remember, she had to r-eave for her own safety because of my

fatherrs behavior.rl

Therapist acknowredged crients efforts, and restated the
necessity for him to use this plan for the rest of his life.
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9. l-. 1,4.3 hirap Up

The therapist acknowledged Mr. rBrsr efforts over the
last few months and encouraged him to continue his efforts.
The therapist asked the client to complete the l-ast set of
necessary questionnai-res as well as the cl_ient satisfaction
questionnaire (Appendix 6). The cl_ient was arso advised that
he would be requested to complete the same at a six and nine
rnonth folIow-up.
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l-0 Content of Sessions
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10.1 Mr. llHil

Mr. rrHr! is a 26 year old separated maIe. The separation
resulted frorn his sexual assault of his seven year old step
daughter. His step daughter reported the assaurt to her
mother who in turn confronted the subject and then contacted
police.

Àt first the subject denied the charge and obtaÍned a

lawyer to fight the case. Hohrever, once he rearized the paj-n

the court proceedings woul-d cause his fanily, especially his
daughter, he pleaded guilty to the charge. Mr. 'H' admits
his involvement and said at first he was onry thinking of
his own discomfort, not that of his victim.

The mother went to court and Mr. rrHrr was pÌaced on three
years probation with condi-tions that he have on]_y supervised
contact with his chirdren and that he become invol_ved in
therapy deemed appropriate by the child protection center.
Mr. ItHrr hras originally invol-ved in therapy with Ms. Brenda

Gravenor, a therapist at the center. After consul-tation with
the supervising probation officer and therapist he was

referred to this program.

Mr. rrHrsrr assaul-t was, according
polJ-ce report, a one tirne occurrence.

to the subject, and the

Mr. rrHrr however admits
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to thinking about his daughter sexually on previous
occasions, but not acting on the feeling. The assault itserf
occurred while Mr. rHrr \,ìJas watching tel_evision and

baby-sitting. The subject was lying back drinking beer and

smoking pot- His daughter and young' son were in the room

playing. He looked at his daughter and began to see her as a

1ittIe rnini-adurt. He then began masturbating, pulling his
pants down. As his daughter approached the couch he purled
her down and tried to get her to put her mouth on his penis.
she struggled and screamed and he let her go. she tor_d her
mother when she returned home.

rn examining Mr. rH'sr own histo'y, the similarity to
the other crients emerges. The subject describes his father
as being very stern and unemotional with his chir_dren. He

can remember no rear nurturing behavior from his father. As

weII, his father in his early years drank quite a bit and
had nurnerous affairs. His father was ar_so charged and

convicted of sexuarly assaurting one of his students, whire
he was a teacher, the resurt of which was the ross of his
job, incarceration and increased stress at home.

The subject's orÀ/n sexuar history started very earry. His
first recolr-ection was mutual masturbation and ferratio with
male siblings, and also some cousins around the same age. He

also recalls doing a rot of exposing to passing motorists on
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a highway near hís horne. Heterosexual activity al-so started
quite earry and he cannot rememberr âs he put it, not
rrgetting laid'! when he dated. rn looking at his history he

sees these short, one night stands as a regular part of his
life even during marriage.

Mr. rrHrr does not know why he got married, saying he

doesn't ever think he l-oved his wife. However he does state
that her willingness to be invol_ved in al-r types of sex did
turn him on. After she became pregnant with his chird, he

however did move i-n and eventually married her.

10 . l- . 1 Cognitive Restructuring (c. R. ) _#._l

Mr. rrHrr reported experiencing great stress, due to
fighting between himser-f and his ex wi-fe. The end resul-t was

that the client was arrowed only rimited contacts with his
children. The visits occurred at the parents home with
supervision at alr tirnes. Mr. rHr fert these conditions hrere

too heavy and his wife was being unfair. The therapist
confronted Mr. tHt stating very clearry that these
conditions are not unusual- nor excessive, because he

sexually abused one of his children. He reported that it was

his fear of loosing contact with his kids which wourd affect
hirn greatly.
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l-0. l-. 1-. l_ Session - Mini Lecture

As with previous cr-ients, sessions began with the
cornpleti-on of necessary questionnaires. The therapist
advised the client of the content of the next five weeks of
treatment. The instructions given \4rere as described in the
intervention procedures section 5(1) .

The session then moved on to the screening of the two
video resources. Mr. rHr was visibry shaken by the content
of the tu¡o videos. After watching them Mr. 'H' dj_scussed his
feelings around the victim tape. He had some real_ questions
about whether his daughter woul_d suffer some pain. He added

that it made him even more av/are of his responsi_birity to
work on his probÌem.

1-0.l-.1.2 Homework

The therapist instructed the crient to examine

situation and try to identify any rationalizations
distortions he may have used.

r-0.i_.2 c.R. #¿

10.l- .2.I Review of qeek

his

and

OT¡/n

The client began the session by discussing the irnpact
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the videos had on him over the week. He stated that they had

really caused hirn to examine his behavior. He reported that
he now realized that his abuse may have long term impact on

his daughter, and he must work hard on his own probrems.

1-0. l- .2.2 Session

Therapist and clíent discussed how this section of
treatment was to take place. The therapist and Mr. rrH' would
rol-e play rationarizations listed in Abel et a1 (19g4). The

actual format is listed in the intervention procedures
section of the practicum report. Mr. rrHr acknowredged that
he did use rationalizations and distorti_ons of reality. The

subject rearized that he real]y fert his daughter was

unaffected and wour-d forget the incident. After he watched
t'he tapes he rearized this was not rearity. He also
identified that he had a probrem which required that he
really exami-ne his behavi-or and work to gain control_ of it.

l-0. 1.2.3 Homework

The therapist asked the client to examine his oh¡n

history and return next week with at r-east one

rationalization he used.
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r-0.1.3 c.R. Ë3

The cIíent stated that he had some difficulties during
the past week around access to his children. Mr. rH'

indicated that police v/ere carred and came to visit him. rt
was unclear, after their visit, why they had come to see him

as no charges were laid. The therapist advised that he would
check with the probation officer during the week as to the
reasons for the visit.

i-0. l-. 3 . 1- Session

The session began with a review of the homework

assignment. Mr. rrHt acknowledged two particurar things he

viewed as rationalizations and one he was not sure about.
The first was that his abuse wasnrt really that serious, not
involving intercourse. secondly, he viewed his seven year
oId daughter as a rniniature moder of his wife and saw her as

a young adult. The last point was that he needed sexual_

stimulation and was not concerned where he got it. The l_ast

example was the one he had some question about, horuever the
therapist clearry stated it certainly was a distortion of
real-ity as having sex at wirr is not a right of manhood.

The next portion of the session was spent rore praying
the two scenarios described by the cl-ient, again retting hirn
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hear the therapist attempting with great effort to
rationarize the beliefs. As Mr. rrHr confronted the issues,
he guickly acknowledged how weak and inaccurate they v/ere.

The therapist ended with acknowledgrnent of the effort
expended by the client.

10.1.3.2 Homework

The therapist asked the crient to exami_ne his ohrn

situation and try even harder to identify any other
rationalizations he may have used.

1_0. l-. 4 c. R. #4

10.1.4.1_ Review of !{eek

Mr- rrH' discussed a number of issues he has examined

over the week. He rearized he must always be ahrare of things
he says and thinks about his contact with chirdren. He

reported that he sees how he became invorved with his
daughter through a gradual process, thinking prÍor to the
assault how his behavior wouldnrt realJ_y affect her. Mr. 'H'
also stated that he also fert, because his daughter still_
talks to him, that the effect of the assaul-t is probabry
very minimal. He reported that he now real_izes that he is
being very self-serving, when he thinks these things. After
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viewing the films he now sees these beriefs as a way of
rationarizing to himserf , that his behavior r^/asnrt realry
that bad.

The therapist again acknowledged Mr. rHrsr efforts with
respect to sel-f examination as well- as the effort invested
in role playing.

1-0. l- .4.2 Session

The remainder of the session was again spent doing rol-e
plays of various ratj-onalizations. Mr. rrHr came up with
concrete and factual reality to each rationalization
presented by the therapist. During the session Mr. rH,r

showed good effort and understanding of technique.

l-0. l-.4.3 homework

The therapist asked the client to do finar evar-uation of
his own situation. Again the therapist acknowledged the
effort put out by the cl-ient.

1-0.r-.5 c. R. þ

l-0. 1. 5. i- Review of lr7eek

Mr. rrHr! discussed his picture of himsel-f at the tirne of
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the abuse. He realized that he was very self centered, and

totally unahlare of the Írnpact of his behavior on the victirn.
He reported that he sees how he used various internal
statements to allow this to occur and that this is a

situation he must consistently guard against.

1-0. 1. 5.2 Session

The therapist and client role prayed three different
situations, this tirne using three rational_izations given by
the perpetrator. After compreting the exercise Mr. rrH'

commented how weak and shall-ow they \Á/ere. Again, he al_so

identified the self centered image of hiinserf at that time,
thinking only about what he wanted, not taking into account
anything his daughter was doing or saying to protest his
abusive behavior.

l-0. 1.5. 3 üfrap Up

The session ended with therapist acknowr-edging the
effort Mr. ,Hr! put into the process. The therapist
acknowledged Mr. rrH'srr realization that he alone is the one
who must monitor and control these feelings in the future.
Mr. rrHrr felt he realized the importance of critically
examining every statement and behavior he does with his
chil-d. He reported being fully aware of how rationarizations
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made about the impact of his actions on his victim, or the
effects of his behavíor, cannot be furly appreciated without
taking into account the total- situation. The l-ast cornment he

made was extremely relevant, rr now real_ize chirdren cannot
give consent, either by their actions or verbal statements.
They as children cannot comprehend the furl impact of their
behavior. rl

The session ended with the therapist advising that this
skill he has learned and practiced, must be included in his
final contror pIan. The last item of business hras completion
of all necessary questionnaires.

10.1-.6 Covert Sensj_tization (C. S.) Él

10 . l- .6 . L Review of lrleek

The gathering of data and compr-etion of required
questÍonnaires was the first itein on the agenda. Mr.

reported that the week was extremery positive and he

looking forward to the next section of treatment.

10.1.6.2 Mini Lecture

rHil

is

The therapist again used the appropriate section
Abelts manual, as a guide to introduce this section.
overview of procedure was given to the cr-ient, then

of

A quick

a more
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step by step process began.

The therapist then helped the crient reconstruct the
stages leading up to the assault of his step daughter. Mr.
lrHrr remembers lying on the couch and watching television,
having consumed both rnarijuana and arcohol. As he was

sitting there he began to look at his daughter and feel
sexually aroused. Mr. rrHr describes himsel_f as pi_cturing her
as a míni aduIt, a young version of his wife. rt r¡/as more

than looking at her as an adult she became another woman

from whom he courd perhaps get sexuar_ pleasure. He then
grabbed her and pu1led her towards him.

At that point the therapist advised him that the
aversive scene should then be verbalized.

Mr. rrHrr then made a list of three aversive scenes. The

first and most personalry uncomfortabre was tosing aIr
contact with his chirdren. rn his scene, hi-s wife packs all-
her belongings and moves to the East coast with the
children. The second is to be discovered by his wife and the
rnatter enteri-ng the legar system. The whol-e matter becomes

public knowledge, causing great pain and discomfort to his
parents, his fanily and himself . The final scene invol_ved
discovery and conviction with the end resurt being
incarceration. rnside the institution he is able to observe
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and experience all sorts of cruel vicious behavior. The

therapist asked him to describe how he fert durj_ng each step
of the cyc1e.

Mr. rrH'srr neutral scene hras always the same, it involved
getting on his motorcycte and driving off with no rear
destination in nind. He talked about feering the wind in his
hair, and being una\^/are of anything around hirn.

The escape scene i-nvorved both a sexual- and non sexual-

example. The sexual one invorved sexual_ activity with his
current girl frj-end and the other riding off into the sunset
on his motorcycle.

The crient was instructed that he woul-d be required to
complete homework tapes, âs wel-l- as in-session repetitions.
The therapist also advised him of the importance of doing
the exercise, making him aware it woul_d be a technique that
he could make second nature.

10. 1.6.3 Homework

The client b/as provided with a brank tape and requested
to complete two twenty minute exampres during the week.
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l-0. l_ .7 e. s. s¿

l-0 . 1- .7 . L Review of lVeek

The session began with a review of the previous week and

guestions about his homework assignment. Mr. 'H, indicated
that he completed only one short session on the tape. Mr.
rrHrr reported that he finds completing exerci-ses very
depressing and difficult. The therapist instructed the
client that completj-on of the tape is extremeÌy important
and made him understand that fail-ure to fol_row through may

result in him gaining ress from this portion of treatment.
The therapist acknowredged that it was difficurt, but
necessary so that the therapist can be sure he understands
the technique.

l-0. l-.7.2 Session

Mr. rrHrr is rnonitored as he compJ_etes sequences in the
presence of the therapÍst. The onry feedback the therapist
gave invol-ved length and content of the arousar scene in the
first example. The therapist instructed the client to tark
at greater length about his feel_ing at that time. The other
comment had to do with the discovery scene. The cl_ient
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talked a ]ot about pain to himself. The therapist instructed
him to discuss the irnpact on significant others and the
victim in addition to his own pain.

The next example was done extremely we1Ì. Mr. rH¡r

appeared to understand the technique.

l-0. l- .7 .3 Homework

The therapist instructed the crient to comprete the
homework tape and bring it to the next rneeting.

10.1.8 C. S. ÉE

l-0. 1.8. l_ Revíew of Week

The therapist began with a revi-ew of the previous
homework tape. He advised the ctient that although it was

short, ít did appear to demonstrate understanding. The

therapist strongly emphasized the need for more effort. Mr.
rrHrr advised that his new tape was longer and certainly
caused him great di-scomfort while compreting it. He also
added that he can see this technique as being very va1uable,
if he ever steps back into his old pattern. He reported that
he also sees that repeati-ng it is necessary to make it part
of his automatic response.
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1-0 . l- .8 .2 Session

Mr. rrHrr put excellent effort into both examples

compreted today. The client really appears to fulry
understand and appreciate its val_ue. The one thing he

reguired after finishing the exercise, was tirne during which
process was discussed as werr as the pain he was feeling.
The therapist and clj-ent spent the tirne that was required to
debrief the exercise.

l-0.1-.8.3 Homework

The therapist instructed Mr. rHr to complete the
homework tape for the therapist during the week.

1_0. l_. e c. s. É4

l-0.l-.9. 1 Review of !{eek

The therapist advised that a spot check of the previous
tape showed excellent effort and understanding. The client
advised the therapist that hi-s week went extremely werr, and
that although he found it difficur-t, the tape was again
compJ-eted.
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l-0. l- .9 .2 Session

The session was again cornprised of two comprete

repetitions of the exercise. The therapist instructed the
client to use another of his discovery scenes each time. Mr.
rrHrt showed very positive effort and understanding.

10. l-. 9. 3 Wrap Up

The therapist again acknowl-edged the crient,s efforts,
and stated that this is now something else he can use to
prevent reabuse. The therapist encouraged the crient to
continue compreting the exercises and incl_ude this technique
in his personaÌ contror pran. The session ended with
completion by the client of arr necessary questionnaÍres.

l-0. l-. l-0 Sex Education (S. E. ) Ér_

The therapist began this session by having the client
complete all necessary questionnaires. These incl_uded the
addition of the sexual Knowledge rnventory (Abel et ar,
1984). The use of this inventory is discussed in the
intervention procedures.
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l-0. 1. 1-0. 1_ Mini Lecture

The therapist began with a discussion of the need and

value of this porti-on of the treatment. The rationar for
this is clearly stated in the intervention procedures

section of this report.

Mr. rrHrr advised that he had not received any formal sex

education himserf. He also advised the therapist that he

felt very uneasy discussing issues like this with anyone.

The client advised the therapist that after watching the
fil-mrrAm r Normarrthe fel-t more at ease and comfortabte. He

arso acknowledged after completing the questionnaire that he

felt concerned that he was not abre to answer al-r of the
questi-ons, knowing his ans\^/er !üas correct. The therapist
acknowredged the clients efforts and encouraged him to ask
questions at any tirne during the presentations.

l-0 . l- .IO .2 Homework

The client was given a short article on

(Appendix 11).

Mal-e Myths
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1_0. l-. 11_ S. E. Ð

10. l-. 1l-.1 Review of the lVeek

The session began with a short check-in, and

verification of the reading article. Mr. rHr did not read
the articre, and therefore was given a few minutes to
complete the task. The therapist restated the importance of
doing all homework assignments. rn this section they hrere

used to provide additional information and stimulate
discussion.

l-0 . l- .1-L .2 Session

The therapist then followed previousry discussed
instructions and moved into a dÍscussion on anatomy. Mr. rrH,

completed assignment of naming body parts, hov/ever he was

observed to be having difficulty completing the task. He

advised the therapist of problems and questioned the
therapist about a few iterns. Mr. rHrr rdas encouraged to do as

good a job as he was abre, and. was advised that the correct
anshrer would be given during the 1ecture.

Mr. rrHrt had particular difficul-ty with female anatomy so
the therapist discussed boLh sexes, usi-ng di-agrams to
facilitate discussion.
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1-0.1. l-1.3 Homework

The therapist gave Mr. rHr a general article on sexually
transmitted diseases (Appendix 10) and a general article on

sexual dysfunctions (Appendix 16).

10. 1_. 1-2 S. E. S3

l-0.1- .1-2.L Review of Vüeek

Mr. rrHrr stated that he found the reading assignment easy
and interesting. He also advised that his tife was going
quite well at this time.

1-O . 1- . L2 .2 Session

As discussed in the intervention procedures, this
session covered contraception and conception. The birth
contror kit provided by pranned parenthood of hlinnipeg made

a large irnpact. Mr. rHr asked a number of questions around
the area of birth contror and also around the process by
which the egg is fertirized and where it occurs.

l-0 . 1 .12 .3 Homework

The therapist asked Mr. rHr to bring with him as much

information as he could gather on AIDS. rf he was unabLe to
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complete the task, the therapist asked the client to come to
the next sessÍon with questions on AIDS and other sexuarly
transmítted diseases.

l-0.1_.13 s. E. #a

l-0. l-. l-3 . l- Review of Week

The client reported that he was very unsuccessful in
gathering any information about AIDS. He stated that he fel_t
frustrated by this as it is a subject he fer-t he shourd know

more about.

1-0 . 1- .1-3 .2 Session

This session was spent covering sexually transmitted
diseases. The therapist covered more famiriar examples as

well as providing ínformation on ArDS and Herpes rr. The

therapist also advised the ctient that any unusual symptoms

must be checked by a doctor. Mr. ,H'r advised that although
his current partner is on birth control- pills, they continue
to use a condom, because they both have had multiple
partners. The therapist advised that further information can

be located through a number of resources in the city, and a

list of these vrere provj-ded to the client.
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1-0. 1-. l-3 . 3 I¡Irap Up

The session concr-uded with the necessary guestionnaires
being completed. The therapist. advised the client that the
next two weeks would be spent purring together all
information gathered so far.

10.1-.14 Control plan (C.p. #1)

10 . l- .1-4 .1, Review of Week

Mr- rrHrr reported that he fer-t quite positive today. He

reported mixed feelings about the fast approaching end of
contact. He reported that he would be happy to have another
free evening, but al-so woul-d be upset, that contact geared
to deal with his problem wour-d end. The therapist encouraged

Mr- rrHrr to keep contact with the therapist shourd probJ_ems

arise.

1-0. 1 .14 .2 Session

The session then moved into a discussion of what the
therapist means by control plan. The example given in Abel,s
Manual- was used to give a visual exampre of the idea
(Appendix r-). The importance of deveroping a plan unique to
himsel-f was impressed upon the cl_ient.
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The therapisÈ explained that to facilitate its
development, we would examine his history and j-nvolvement

thus far, using Finkelhor's Four Factor Model as a tool- to
do so. This model- examines contributing factors in a number

of varied areas. By using the moder as a guide, he can

identify areas in his r-ife which would require intensive
monit.oring and continual work.

The session then moved into a number of these issues
which the client felt he had to incrude in his control pran.

r-) rrRealize that rny involvement with ny daughter was

sexual, and r feel it was me trying to reexperience the
arousing situation I had as a child. "

2) rrwhen r am having trouble in my rel-ationship, r must

work it out with my partner, not turn to my children for
comfort. rl

3) rrRemember to practise, and. if aroused, use the covert
cycle. rr

4) rrAlways be aware of what I am sayÍng regarding ny
activities, especially with chirdren. Be aware of when r
think r know what others are feeling and thinking, and v¡atch

for my own distortions.
5) "children cannot consent to something, they donrt

fully understand. fl

6) rrFor me anyone under l_g is a chil_d.rt
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7) rruse masturbation to appropriate stimurus, if no

other adult outlet is availabl_e.

8) rrRemember the impact this assault had on my partner,
iny children and me. For me remembering police arriving at iny

job and taking me downtown is very strong. Also the look of
rny children's faces in the window, after rny wife rnade me

leave the house. rl

l-0. 1- .L4.3 Homework

The therapist acknowredged Mr. rrHr for effort shown so

far and asked hiin to go over his whole situation at home and

l-ook at other possible items for his control- p1an.

10.1.15 c. P. frz

10. 1-. 1-5. l_ Review of Week

Mr. rrHrr described having a very positive week. He

advised that he had a number of other points to add to the
list.

i-0 . 1 .1"5 .2 Session

The session began with another lecture about the
irnportance of a control plan. The crient was agai-n reminded
that he was at continual- risk of reoffense if he does not
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remain ar¡rare of his actions. He arone can monitor and work
at controlling his behavior

9) rrI{hen r am under stress, r must deal with it.. rf it
invorves my partner, we must work it out together.rl

10) lrAvoid baby-sitting kids; if at alt possible rny

partner must be aware of why. il

11) rrI,earn to say no to kids, and. other difficult
sítuations I find myself in.r'

The therapist acknowredged the clients efforts in this
exercise and agreed that he was the one who has to
constantly nonitor his behavior. The therapi_st ended with
support for the effort extended over the rast few months.
The therapist also agreed with the client that he must

continually work on these issues, using his personal contro]
plan as a guide.

10. 1. 15. 3 !\lrap Up

The crient was asked to cornplete necessary question-
naires.

1-0.1-.L5.4 Follow Up

The subjects in this study were arl followed up at the
end of a six month period fol-lowing completi_on of treatment.
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As werr two of the men had Additional- folÌow-ups of 9

months. one participant had moved and there v/as no new

address available.

of the three participants onry one is still under
probation supervision. None of the participants have had

further contact with the court system either during or
subsequent to comptetion of the program. rt should be noted
that Mr. rrBrr will be a participant in a group program to be

run by probation services and this therapist which began in
November L987. This program wil-r provide the content of
their program plus much added informati-on and structure.
lvhile Mr. rrBrr is officialry off of probation supervj_sion, he

is seekj-ng additionar herp and is feeling he has a lot to
offer the other perpetrators.

Fol1ow up íncluded completion of aII required
questionnaires, a check of court records, and an opportunity
for the client to give personal feedback.
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1l- Results
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l-1. 1 Analysis of Data

l-1. l-. 3- Cognition Scale

The data obtained by using the cognition scale v/ere

analyzed by means of visuar graphs, which \^/ere used to
compare any changes which occurred between the A and B

phases of the design. As wer], this scal_e was administered
at a 6 and 9 month foIlow up, when possibre, to check for
additional changes.

The therapist suggested that the beriefs identified in
the A phase would continue throughout the process, unress an

intervention to promote change was impJ_emented (Bloom &

Fischer, 1,982) . The second point is that the use of the
behavioral packager âs described ear]-ier, would have an

observable impact on restructuring beliefs. A comparison of
responses to the cognition scale allowed the therapist to
make some inference as to the value of the total package.

The visual- inspection of the graphs provided a vari_ety
of information. one can draw information on a number of
attributes of the graphs. As described in Bloom & Fischer,
(1982), we can examine (1) Ieve1, (2) trend, and (3)

stability. The 1eveI refers to the direction of the data
within each stage as one might inragine this rnight be
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increasing, decreasing or flat. The final_ component is
stabirity. This relates to the extent the direction of the
data can be predicted from a prior to a later period.

vüithin this anaÌysis, the folÌowing interpretation of
the cognition scale was forlowed. The therapist contacted
the New York psychiatry rnstitute, sexual_ Behavioral- cIi_nic,
by telephone on october 21st., rg!7. rn tarking to one of
the clinical researchers, the following interpretation of
data was agreed upon. The cognition scare is a five point
Likert scale composed of 29 items. rn their research, the
desired score is 5 or strongly disagree. The last two itens
on the scal-e are not tabul-ated in the results, because they
al-so can be addressed in the other direction by a sexuall-y
rfnormalrt (non offending) popuration. Therefore they wil-I be

l-eft out of the analysis.

The analysis wirr reverse score alr the ansv/ers, to
facilitate ease in showing data on graphs. Therefore, the
desired anshrer of 5 wirr become rt with arl other responses
switching accordingry. Therefore the largest response total
becomes 27, with anything above 27 indicating inappropriate
beliefs. The optimurn goal wourd be to have stability of the
responses on the graph at this level of 27.
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clinically significant change was determined if scores

went down close to 27 and remained there through forlow up.

]-L.I.2 Hudson Index of SeIf Esteem

Again, the data gathered from this scal-e was evaluated
by means of visual graphs. similarry to the cognition scal_e,

greater magnitudes are undesirable and., therefore, a

decrease in the level of the scores v/as expected. As wel-I

the package offered is designed to provide participants with
herp in identifying and altering inappropríate bel_iefs and

improving knowredge. For this reason, âñ increase in serf
esteem was predicted between the pre-intervention and folrow
tests.

The clinically significant revel to indicate low self
esteem is 31 and above.

11.1-.3 Sexual Knowledge Scale

Again, this particurar scare was given pre-post test and

at follow up to check for changes in sexual knowledge. As

exprained earlier, significant change would be identified by

a sirnple comparison of scores.
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1-i-.2 Mr. K

1-i-.2. 1- Cognitions

During the assessment portion of treatment the cl-ient
completed the cogni-tion scare on three occasions. As noted,
the results, as well as simirar resul-ts gathered during
intervention and foll-ow up are provided in Figure r-.

rn visual- inspection, crinica]-ry significant change is
indicated in Mr. rrK'st berief system. rn examining the data
as explained earlier, the target score is 27. rn this graph

we see a graduar decline in the numbers towards the stated
non significant number of 27.

rt is j-rnportant to remember that cognitive restructur-
ing, covert sensitization and sex education were all-
expected to improve the clients functioning. rn examinÍng

the responses to the cognition scale, ân improvement in
appropriate responses hras very observabl_e. Mr. ilKll

identified a number of distortions he had used, and nodified
them to fit into appropriate behavior as werl_ as gaj_ning an

appreciation of the impact his behavior and bel_iefs had on

himserf and others especialJ-y in his case the victim.
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However, one concern remained at the termination of
cognitive restructuri-ng that merited attention throughout
the totar time in therapy. During completion of the scare
Mr. rrKrr changed the wording in some of the questions. An

example ís question #S.

rrrf .a 13 year ord (or younger) chird flirts wi_th anadurt, it means he (she) wants to have sex with anadult. rl

At tirnes he would make changes in the stated age or
wording. Mr. rrKrr rational-j-zed, that it very much depended on

the particul-ar child as welr as the actual age of the child.
on a number of occasions he stated, that at 13 or J_4 this
statement could be true with some children. Again the
therapist confronted him stating c]earry a number of points.
First, that according to the raw he rives under, sexual
activity with a child under l-B would be considered an

assault. Secondly, that the onJ_y hray a thirteen year o]d
would respond that way would be if she had been trained to
do so. Thirdty, a child cannot give consent to something she

doesn't fulJ-y understand.

Although the resurts obtained indicated a stronger
bel-ief in appropriate behavior, they were not arways born
out by his behavior. rn discussions with the crient, he felt
even at termination, that his likel_ihood of reoffense In/as
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minimal. His rationalization at that tirne invotved a belief
that, reoffense could not happen if he was the natural_

father of the children.

Mr. rrKrr also rationalized that in his chosen career path
he wourdn't affect his employment by becoming involved with
his clients. Mr. rrKt was hoping to become a speech

therapist. Mr. 'Kt ü/as reminded, that he admitted arousar to
young children, and that the therapist has cl-ients who have
offended against natural children and others. Mr. rKr v/as

advised that he is at risk for as rong as he lÍves, and. must
constantly monitor his behavior. He was advised that he has
responsibilitÍes, which exceed those of other adults to
limit and contror- the situations which invor-ve contact with
chil-dren.

1,1,.2.2 Hudson (I.S.E. 
)

rn examining Mr. rK's, self esteem index, a different
picture of thís crient is projected. rt is significant to
notice that the (rsE) score remained consistently high
throughout the tine spent with the therapist (Figure #2)

The therapist links this occurrence to a number of
factors. Firstly, Mr. rKr comes from a fundamentalist
religious background. one of the consequences of his abusive
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behavior r¡¡as excommunication from his churchr ân organiza-
tion he was extensively invorved with, including going on

service missions to the united states. secondly, during
therapy, he was invorved in a rel-ationship with a cl-ient
seeking therapy to d.ear with her victimization, by her
father. The client berieved the responsibility for that
rel-ationship's failure was partially caused by the therapist
in both projects. This distortion agaj_n was chalrenged for
what it was. Mr. rrK', again had not been totally open with
hís partner about his offence, and his arousal- to the young

child he assaulted. The therapist exprained that, this must

occur if he is going to get the kind of he]-p, his eventual-
partner must provide him and that the partner has a rore to
pray, in lessening the rj-sk of reoffense. The last was that
Mr. rrKrr riùas very conscious and aware of his stammeri-ng

problem. His ability to converse fluentry was extremeJ_y

important, and he v¡as usual upset when his speech problem

caused hin difficurty. rn taking all of the above factors
into account, some potentj-ar reasons for the low sel-f esteem

scores are apparent.

1,1.2.3 Sex Knowledge Scale

The use of this scare by Aber et al (L}BA) is extremely
basic. rt is offered pre-post intervention to check for
improvement of knowled.ge. As noted in Figure 3, Mr. rrK,
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The Cl i ent Sati sfacti on Questj onnai re ( CSQ )

Please he'lp us'improve our program by answering some questions about the
services you have received. l.le are Ínterested in your honest opinions, whether
they are positive or negative. Please answer all of the questiòns. We also
welcome your comments and sugges reciate your
he1 p.

CIRCLE YOUR ANSWER

MR. tK'

Yes,
defi ni tely

Most of my

needs have
been met

Yes, I
thi nk so

Mostly
sati sfi ed

Yes, they
have hel ped
somewhat

4
Excel'lent

Yes,
defi ni tely

Almost al I
of nry needs
have been
met

Yes,
defi ni tely

Most'ly
sati sfi ed

Yes, they
have heì ped
a great
deal

TABLE # 1

Excellent

Yes,
defi ni te1 y

Most of my

needs have
been met

Yes,
defi ni teìy

Mostly
sati si fi ed

Yes, they
have he'lped
a great
deal

1. How woul d you rate the
quality of service you
recei ved?

Did you get the kind of
service you wanted?

To what extent has our
progranr met your needs?

If a friend were in need
of si mi I ar he'l p, wou'l d you
recommend our program to
hi rnlher?

How satisfied are you
with the amount of heìp
you received?

Have the services you
received helped you to
deal more effectively
wi th your prob'lems?

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



7.

B.

In an overalì, general
sense, how satisfied
are you with the service
you received?

If you were to seek
he'lp again, would you
corne back to our progran?

-2-

Mostly
sati sfied

Yes, I
think so

IVIR.

Very
sati sfi ed

Yes,
defi ni tely

Mostly
sati sfi ed

Yes,
defi ni teìy

ADDITiONAL COMMENTS:

PLEASE ATTACH ADDITI(JNAL SHEETS IF YOU hIiSH



exhibited a significant change in a positì-ve dj_rection. rt
should be noted that the materiar questioned in the scal_es

r¡¡as covered by the content of the sex education module.

1,I.2.4 Client Satisfaction Ouestionnaire

The results of the Ctient Satisfaction euestionnaire are
shown in Tabl-e l-. rt shourd be noted Mr. rrKr made mi-nirnal_

use of the opportunity to offer feedback. Additionally,
contact with him was rost prior to the rast folrow up

session.

11,.2. 5 Summary

ïn summary, in looking at Mr. rrKrr the gains he made in
identifying some of his rationalizations appear significant.
As well, the client seems t.o have gained sound knowledge in
gaining more contror of his behavior. Mr. rrKr understands
how to use covert sensitization and watch out for si-tuations
where he minimized his invol-vement with children in the
past. Mr. rrKrr sees clearly that he offendered, however there
is concern about his minimization of the possibirity of
future offenses. The therapist al_so expressed concern around
his view that some young children may be ready for sex at a
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younger age. The therapist feels his effort and gains in
generar r^/ere significant, however he al-so betieves Mr. rrK'

to be more at risk of reoffense than he woul_d adrnit.

l_l_.3 Mr. ilBr!

l-1.3. 1- Cognition Scale

During the assessment portion of treatment Mr. rBrr

completed the cognition scale on three occasions, and also
at regurar intervars throughout the interventj-on phase. The

resurts can be noted by examining data shown in fì_gure 4.

rn a visual inspection clinica]J-y significant chang,e

appears to be indicated. As discussed earrier, the target
score for this scare is 27. rn examining the data, a sl_ow

drop up to the end of the covert sensitization portion of
treatment is observabre. rn discussing this with Mr. ,8, he

acknowledged that the first two sessions of treatment
cognitive restructuring and covert sensitization - gave him

a real- feeling of control over his behavior. Arso he

acknowl-edged, that. having relive his experience through the
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covert exercise gave him a real appreciation for how

responsibre he hras, and still is, for the impact this had on

his daughter. Mr. rrBrr did a great deal- of work examinÍng his
inappropriate beliefs and restructuring them. As wert, his
involvement in all- parts of treatment showed strong

commitment to work at controlling and modifying his
inappropriate behaviors .

1-1.3.2 Hudson (ISE)

In examining Mr. rrBrsrr sel_f esteem index a simil_ar

decreasing pattern is observabre. Mr. 'Brr acknowredgedr âs

discussed earlier, that he fert much more in control of
himsel-f and his behavior. As werl-, Mr. rBrsr spouse v/as very
supportive of him during therapy, and this helped him

through some difficul-t tirnes. As Mr. rtBn stated, rrI feel
more abre to control my thinking and my behavior. r can say

no to ny kids and tell them why Daddy canrt do things with
them. r still feel upset about that, but r arso feel good,

that I can tell- thern itrs because I really love them.rl
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Figure 5
Mr. rrBrr Hudson (lSE)
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This was a posítive move for Mr. rBr because for a rong

time he was terrified to be even near his kids. He reports
that he and his spouse now both share some of the parenting
functions. He reports that they both realize that there are
certain activities, Mr. ,8, cannot do with the kids, so his
wife takes these tasks on herself.

1-1.3.3 Sex Education (Sex Knowledge Scale)

rn examining Mr. ,B's' sexual- knowledge euestionnaire we

again see a significant Ìowering in the scores. rn the
pre-test, he had six wrong and in the post test hj_s score
was three. Mr. rrB, adnitted to the therapÍst after pre-test
that he guessed at a number of the ans\4rers. Upon

reexamination of the questionnaj-re, wê agreed between us

that, in fact there r¡/ere ten questions in which he was not
totally positive of the the correct answer. The sex

education module j-ncruded information and material-, which
would answer all of the questions. Again, in examining Mr.
rrBrr hre see a man who never had any formal sexuar education.
He admitted that the majority of his knowledge came from
soft core porn, films and books, and from information from
his peers as a youngster. He gained some knowJ-edge about
sexually transrnitted diseases because he once requi_red
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treatment for same. He received no sexual

his parents, and has 1earned. a fair amount

since their marriage.

information from

from his wife

11.3.4 Client Satisfaction Ouestionnaire (CSOI

The results of the CSe are shown in Tab]e #f. Mr. ,,Bn

made good use of the questionnaire. He made a suggestion
that more video materiar wourd benefit future participants.
He especially fert showing more victirn materiar would be

helpful. Mr. 'Bt expressed overall satisfaction with the
program.

IL.4 Mr. ilHl|

1,I.4. 1- Cognition Scale

Again, the scare was completed on some occasions as with
the two previous clients. rn examination of Figure 7, a

gradual i-mprovement in sexualry appropriate beliefs can be

noted. rn examining Mr. rrH, more closery, a number of points
become clear. one question in particul_ar caused Mr. rH, a

great dear of trouble. The question states: "My daughter/son
or other young chird knows r wirr stirr love her/hin if
she/he refuses to have sex with me. r This question
consistently felI at the rùrong: end of the continuum. fn
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examining this with the client, he still- fett strongry in
his answers. The therapist confronted him on this issue on

many occasions, advising him that he must be aware that he

cannot know how someone feers without checking it out. He

acknowledged that he has never tarked to his daughter about
the offence or tord her it was ar-r his responsibirity. lve

continued to work on this issue to the end of treatment

A visual examínation of data indicates a significant
clinical change. rn examining Mr. rHr more closery he

admitted he felt more in contror and more understanding of
himself as a man. He also acknowr-edged a need to be more

open with his new partner. He acknowredged that if children
become a part of their relationship, they must take
responsibre steps to avoid placing them at risk of abuse. He

realizes he ís at risk, and feels the skirl_s he has learned
will help him to control his feelings.
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L:-..4.2 Hudson (fSE)

rn examining Mr. tH'st rsE, a number of unique points
need to be addressed. hlhen he began treatment, his rsE was

guite lou/, (Figure B). The therapist berieves this to be the
resurt of prior therapy from another offender specialist in
I,Iinnipeg. Mr. rrHrr had already begun to deal with a number of
the problem issues. The graduar rise during treatment is
attributed to a very stressful time he was having with his
ex wife. During treatment on more than one occasion, she had

tal-ked about returning to his originar home in the
Maritimes. This possibility affected Mr. ,rHr greatly as he

real-ized this would mean he wourd not be able to see his
kids anymore.

However, âs his home situation improved, and he hirnself
felt more in contror of his feerings his scores began to
fall again. Mr. rrHrt also near the end of therapy,
acknowredged totar responsibility for the offence to the
victÍn. Mr. rrHrr was well moved into a ner¡¡ rel_ati_onship and

advised his new partner of his difficulty. Her response and

support during treatment made him feel- much more positive
about himself as a person. He arso acknowl_edged that the
package itserf made him feel more aware and in control of
his feelings.
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]-L.4.3 Sex Education Ouestionnaire

Mr. rrHrr exhibited a significant change change in the
(sEo), Figure #g rn the pre test he had eight wrong while in
the post test he had three. In discussions with Mr. nHn he

acknowredged the usefulness of this section of treatment,
stating very clearly that he never had any formaL sexual_

education. He indicated that the program dispell-ed a few of
the nyths he was stil-r carrying around. Art deart with some

issues causing him and his new partner concern.
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Sexual Knowledge Questionnaire
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LL.4.4 Client Satisfaction Ouestionnaire (CSO)

The results of the CSQ are shown in Table #f. Mr. nH¡l

made use of the questionnaire and fert fair]-y positive about

the program. He felt fairly strongly that there are other
issues to work on, and that perhaps they shourd be part of
the program. He identified a need for improvement in his
ability to relate to others and being more confident in
doing so.

l-1-.5 Follow scores

The foll-ow scores on each participant are noted in the
appropriate figures. As mentioned earlier, Mr. rKrsr fo1low

up scores are only avail-abIe for the six month fol]ow up. As

one observed, the scores appear to be consistent with the
scores at completion of treatment. rt is irnpossibl_e to make

any long term statements about effectiveness of treatment
without long term follow-up. As noted in the literature
revj-ew, reoffence, if it was to occur, normally occurred
years after the first detection.
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12 Discussion
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The present study sought to replicate parts of an

existing treatment regimen (Aber et âr, l-984) and evaluate
its effectiveness. The specific goars of the intervention
were to: 1) get the perpetrator to identify and correct any

cognitions he may have had which aÌfowed the abuse to occur;

2) To have the client identify his arousar cycle and util_ize
covert sensitization to control it; 3) to increase his
knowledge in the area of human sexuality, which is believed
to be a rnajor weakness in the make up of men who rnolest

children; and 4) finarry to rearize they must develop and

foIIow a lifetirne plan to prevent their involvement in
similar assaurts. As welr, the therapist believed that
participation in this behavioral package would enhance the
client's self esteern. As he gains control- of his
inappropriate urges and beliefs, he wourd gain more self
confidence and control of his life in tota1.

L2.L The effectiveness of the Behavioral package

The effectiveness of this study was evaluated by four
measures. The cognitíon scale (Abel et al, rg}4) Appendix 3

was used to identify inappropriate beriefs and monitor the
effect of treatment ín disperring them. The Hudson rndex of
self Esteem (Hudsont 1,992) (Appendix 4) was used to evaluate
the impact of the package on the clients rever of seLf
esteem. The sex KnowJ-edge euestionnaire (Appendix 5) !üas
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used to evaluate the effect of the sex education curricul_um

on the clients understanding of human sexuality. Finally, a

client satisfaction questionnaj-re (Appendix 6) was used to
enable the participants to rate the effectiveness of the
various parts of the program.

The result of the study indicate that the behaviorar
interventions chosen r¡/ere successful- in heJ_ping the
participants, to various degrees, achieve the stated goals.
The specific goals wil1 now be discussed.

L2.2 Distorted Beriefs - rdentification and correction

The resul-ts indicated that the program was successful in
helping each of the participants identÍfy a number of
distorted beliefs. rn arr three cases significant change

occurred, which assisted the crj-ents in identifying and in
turn accepting the restructured rearity of their beriefs.
They appreci-ated how their behaviors r,ùere often sel-f-serving
and very seldom had any actuar basis. This process he]-ped

them appreciate the irnpact their behavior had on the victim,
their family and themsel-ves. rt demonstrated that clinically
significant changes vüere observable in l-00å of the subjects,
all of whom had been shown to have distorted views of their
behavior and its irnpact on those around them.
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The use of video material was identified by al1
participants as a key factor in getting them to see the
seriousness of their behavior. The rtMen Who Molestrl

(Appendix 7) was identified as a strong motivator to
identify and deal- with their inappropriate bel-iefs. similar
comments r¡/ere made about the other audio presentation rThe

untord secretrr (Àppendix B). This video had special impact

with one perpetrator, Mr. tBt, who saw the victims very much

as a representation of his daughter.

12.3 Covert Cyc1e

The covert sensitizati-on portion of the modure had a

very marked irnpact on all three men. For arl- it was the
first tj-me they courd rearly identify the arousar they fel_t
at the time of the abuse. As well, the discovery scene was

extremely powerfur in helping them become l_ess sel_f centered
in their view of the outcome of the abuse. They a1l nov/

realize the inpact certainly has effects on themserves¡ âs

well as the victim and other significant actors in his life.
All the participants felt that they would be able to make

use of the technique in the future.
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L2.4 Sex Knowledge Currículum

rn examining the sexual knowledge questionnaj_re it wourd

appear that the knowledge currj_cul_um met the stated
objectives of the program. The reduction in alI of the
scores from pre-test to post test woul-d appear to indicate a

cl-inically significant improvement j-n factual knowledge. rt
is believed that some of the ans\^/ers to the pre-test
questionnaire vrere giuesses by the various participants. when

the questionnaire v¡as examined in detail with one

participant, significant detairs were noted in that the
number of incorrect answers went up in the pretest

A possíble explanation for this observation is contained
in the male tendency to maintain a guarded stance towards

adrnítting any weakness in the area of his understanding of
issues related to sexuality, especiarry to other mal-es.

Another possible explanation is the format of the
guestionnaire itself. with a true false response set it is
sometimes easier to at least attempt a response, when you

have a 50å chance of picking the right ans\Árer. In
retrospect, the use of a murtipre choice questÍonnaire wourd

seem more appropriate as it would perhaps al_l-ow a closer
evaruation of the participants actuar understanding.
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L2.5 Self Esteem and Sense of Control

In two thirds of the subjects there was cl_inically
significant change and significant improvement in the
participants level of sel-f esteem. In one case, Mr. rrKr, the
]evel of self esteem remained at a crinical_ly problematic

lever. The therapist suggests a number of possibre reasons

for the one group of hiqh scores: (1) Mr. 'Kr is a gentleman

who suffers from a problem (clientrs vj-ew) with stuttering.
He is extremely conscious of his difficulty and works hard

to control it; (2) Mr. rrKrr comes from a very fundarnentalist
religious background and he lost support from this group

because of the assault; and (3) finally, he saw his
involvement with the therapist as a cause of the end of a

rerationship he was having with a woman being seen in
therapy as part of the adurt survivors program run out of
the P.S.C. AIl of these factors, either together or in
isolation, could help to explain the higher scores.

In the other two cases, significant improvement

occurred. rt was less significant with Mr. rHr who had a
great dear of individual treatment, with another offender
specialist in vtinnipeg prior to referral- to the therapistrs
proj ect.
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rn both the general evaruation of data and evaluation of
the crient satisfaction euestionnaire, improvement in self
esteem and the clíent's feeling of control seems to have

been clinically significant. Each of the participants
extended themselves to great lengths in produci-ng strong
individuar control- p1ans. Às werr, each fel_t that to varying
degrees, the program as a whore, met their needs and deart
with the identified problem.

The therapist felt that for the most part the crient
statements were sincere. The therapist acknowledged that the
nature of the problematic behavior would make discussion of
ongoing dífficutties next to impossible. To do so would

reguire the perpetrator to admit the high likelihood of
reoffence, which for these men woul_d probably mean

incarceration. The literature strongly sugqests that
perpetrators can distort the truth to avoid detection. rn a

positíve sense each participant responded extremely weJ-l

during therapy, and one participant contj_nues to remain in
contact and in therapy even after the mandatory expectation
to do so has terminated.

12.6 Summarv

on the basi-s of these results, it can be concluded that
the behavioral techniques uti]i-zed were effective in meeting
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the rnajorÍty of the original objectives. The changes

achieved are not necessarily attributed to the package

alone, horn/ever, other factors to be considered are the
societal pressures around abusive behavior and the potential
reinvorvement of the court system for the failure to comply.

L2.7 Irnplications for Future programming

The present study has strengthened the varidity of
statements regarding the val-ue and effectiveness of
behaviorar interventíons for use with this crient
popuration. The increase in positive and appropriate beliefs
and the sense of improved control- of their behavior gives
these men a sense of contror- over their day to day l_ives. rn
the course of assessment and intervention, the therapist
identified a numerous other problem areas common to this
crient group. These Íncruded rack of strong sociar skiJ_ls,

assertiveness and probrems in marital functioning. As

described in the literature review, this group is
nultiproblematic; therefore, replication of this study
shoul-d perhaps invorve dealing with these other variabres.

The author would l-ike to sugqest that use could be made

of strongêL, more specific scares and questionnaires. The

significance of the data courd perhaps be enhanced if
different instruments were used. The sexual- Knowtedge
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Questionnaire was especially weak in its design and the
author felt l-irnited success was met using it to evaluate
actual increase in sexual knowledge.

The very nature of the offenses and its irnpact on the
victin demands close and effectuar monitoríng of this ctient
group. The author would suggest that consideratj_on be given
to the use of instruments rike the l-ie detector test and the
plethysmograph. Although the Iiterature sugg,ests they are

not infallibre, they wourd perhaps aid the investigators
ability to control for some of the types of behavior
previously discussed.

The author wourd arso recommend. sonre discussion with
court officiats who have control- over the crient. Discrosure
of past undetected offenses may occur during treatment.
I{hile current protocors require reporting such discl-osures,
a new protocol governing the consequences to the perpetrator
for such disclosures needs to be developed that refl_ects the
fact that the perpetrator is disclosing during treatment.
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13 Appendix l- - Control plan (Abeletal- - Example)
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_ Example included in ( Abel et aI )

( p.p. fg )
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1-4 Appendix 2 - Assessment protocol
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PROTOCOL FOR INITIAL ÀSSESSUENT INTERVIEWS

November, 1987



qDRP"i-ÊD

KLRsse-xr
RbEL c_r

DEMOGRAPHIC DÀTÀ

Cl lent

1. Surname
2. Glven names
3. Age
4. Occupatlon
5. Marital status and history
6. Ct¡ildren (names, sexes, ages)
7. Educatlon
8. Ethnlc background
9. Reltglon

Partner

1. Surname
2. Given names
3. Age
4. Occupatlon
5. Marltal status and htstory
6. Children (narnes, sexes, ages)
7. Education
8. Ethnic background
9. Rellgion

Çìaosrr (Sa HL\ , c.¡-r\Ztìi\
j Deçrhb:un¡ -i ,
R'_ )

À.

B.

CLIENT'S FAI''ILY OF ORIGIN

c. Father Flqure(s)

Relatlonship with cltent (e.9. natural,/adoptive/step/foster)
Dead,/alive
Àge now
Occupatlon
Ethnic backgror.nd
Reì.igion _

CIlent's descriptlon of father flgure
Client's relatlonship with father figure
Problens exhfbited by father figure (note I ).e.g. Limlted social sktlls

Oppressed by others
Interpersonal isolatfon and allenatlon
Ànger/hosti I 1ty/vlolence
Physlcally abusive towards spouse
SexuaI dysfunction,/dissatlsfactlon
Pronisculty
Prostitution
"Psychological absence. from fanlly
Physical absence from famlly
Ineffective/non-nurturlng parent
Excessf vely rel lgious/moraI f stic
Physlcally abuslve to chlldren
AIcohoI abuse
Drug abuse

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
o
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Depresslon
Other psychlatrlc disorder
Low lntell lgence/poorly educated
Poor physical health
Poor enployment history
Crinlnal hlstory
OLher problems (speclfy)

D. Mother Flqure(s)

1. Relationshtp wtth cllent (e.g. natural/adoptive/step/foster
2. Dead/allve
3. Àge now
4. Occupation
5. Ethnlc background
6. Religlon
7. Cllent's description of mother flgure
8. Cllent's rel.atlonshlp wlth rnother flgure
9. Problems exhlblted by other flgure (note I)

e.g. Llmlted social skllls
Over-dependence on others
Oppressed by other
Interpersonal lsolation and alienation
Ànger,/hosti I itYlvlolence
Physlcally abuslve towards spouse
Sexual. dysfunctf on/di ssatf sf acti on' Promlscuity
Prostltution
Psychological absence" from famlly

Physlcal absence frorn family
Inef fectlve/non-nurtur ing parent
Excesslvely reJ. lgious,/noral I stlc
Physically abusive to chfldren
Àlcohol abuse

- Drug abuse
Depression
OLher psychiatrÍc dlsorder
Low lntelllgence/poorly educated
Poor physlcal health
Poor enploynent history
Crimlnal hfstory

_ ûLher problems (speclfy)

E. Sibllnqs

t. Relatlonship wlth clÍent (e.9. natural/adoptlve/step/foster)
2. Na¡ne
3. Sex
4. Àge now
5. Cllent's relatlonshlp with sibllng
6. Was slbllng sexually victtmlzed?
7. Did stbling sexually vlctlmize others or self?



tr

3-
Famllv Functlonlnq

1' Features characterlzing farntly functionlng during client,s upbrlnging(note 2).
e.g. Soclal isolatlon

Role confuslon
Mllleu of abandorunent
Marital conf I 1ct,/dl sruptlon
ûversexual izatlon
poor supervlsion
Male supremacy
Intergeneratlonal sexual vlctimizatlon
OLhers (specify)

ûther Domlcll.es

1. settings other than famity of orlgln in r¿hlch crient rived prior toage 17 years (e.g. foster home, group home, with grandparenis).

ÀBUSIVE BEHÀVIOUR

Duratlon of Abuse.

Sexual actlvltles that occurred. Sexual activftlesvlctlm and any offender.
that occured between

ê.Çt. Exhibitlonlstic display
Voyeuristlc observatlon
Erotlc kissing
Erotic fondling of vlctim,s body by offenderErotlc fondì.ing of offender's body by vlcttm
Vlctlm observes offender nasturbatlng
Offender observes victim nasturbatlng
Manual stinuratlon of victin's genltars by offender
Manual stimuration of the offender's geniiars by the vlctimoral stl¡nur.atron of the victlm,s genltars by the offenderoral stimuration of the offender's genitals by the vlctfnDtgltar penetratlon of the victlm's anus by the offender
PenlLe penetratlon of the victim's anus by the offenderSi¡nulated/',dry' intercourse
Penire penetratlon of the victirn's vagina by the offender

Methods used by offender(s) to induce victlm to engage ln sexual activities(note 3).
e.g.: Misrepresentlng actlvlties as a game, fun, ,something speclal,,, oF"fooling around'.

Misrepresenting actlvities as sex education
Opportunity for attentlon and affectlon
Proclamation of romantic love
Bribery
Promise of sexual gratlfication
Exerclse of adult authorlty
Threats

G.

T.

2.

of offender's genitals to vlctlm.
of vlctin by offender.

I
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Physi cal force
Duty to r.epl ace mother
0ther methods (speci fy) .

4. Perceived reaction p{ victim to abuse.
e. g. Fear

6ui I t/shanre/di sgust
Shock/surprise
Anger /resentment /host i I i ty
Feel i ngs o{ hel p I essneEs
Loving, protective, compassionate feelings torards o{fenden
Emotional pleasune
Physi cal pI easune

5. Disclosure

t. How did it occur?
2. Your react i on to detec t i on?
3. How di d matter get reEol ved?
4. Did you admit or deny?

6. Access to Vi ct i m

I . Do condi ti ons o{ Drden I i mi t contact?
2, Do you have any contact wi th chi I dren?

7 . Sex ual Hi story

I . lrlere you a vi cti m o{ abuse?
2. Ho¡,r and rlhen did your'sexual education begin?
3. Type of sexual acti vi ty?
4. tlith ¡rho? - peersr r.elative, sibling
5. Do you have a current sexual partner? Is relationship a positive one'?
ó. Do you have fantacies about sex?

- Ni th who?
- Does it involve children?

7, Do you mesturbate?
- To what {antasy?

8. Prior Treatment

l. Form(s) of treatment that client has e;{perienced prior to current
ther'apy, and which of these included specific attention to the
o{{ending behaviour.
e.g. Individual treatment

Frofessionally led group treatment
5el f-hel p group
Fami I y therapy
I'lari tal therapy
Sex therapy
Psychotropi c medi cati on
In-patient psychiatric treatment
0thens (speci fy).

RH/jh50l



1-5 Appendix 3 - Cognition Scale (BeIief Inventorv)
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COGN T TT ON SCA],F-

_ LIST OF A NUMBER

OF COI4MON AREAS OF DISFUNCTIONAL BELIEFS _ CLIENT RESPONSE

ON A 5 POINT LIKERT SCALE.

_ P.P. 101

- TREATMENT MANUAL

- (e¡l¡ ET AL r9B4)
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3-6 Appendix 4 - Hudson Index of Self Esteem
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SELF ESTEEM - 5

UP EXPLAINED IN

MANUAL _ IIIALTER

HUDSON TNNEX OF SEI,F ESTEIìM

- 25 QUESTTON SCALE USED

POINT LIKEAT SCALE _ SCORING AND

THE CLINICAL MEASUREMENT PACKAGE

I{UDSON _ DORSEY PRESS 1982.

TO MEASURE

SCALE MAKE-

_ A FIELD
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l-7 Appendix 5 - Sexual Knowledge Scale
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SEXUAL KNOI^JLEDGE SCALE

TRUE FAISE QUESTIONNAIRE

TREATÌ{ENT Ì{ANUAL ( A3EL ET AL)
p.p.9B-99
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tB Appendix 6 - CIient Satisfaction
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.-THE CT,TRNT SATTST'ANTTNN

QtTESTToNNATRE I CSQ )

- EVALUATION AND PROGRAM

PLANNING

_ LARSEN ET AL 1979

- P.P. 119-207
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19 Appendix 7 - Men Who Molest
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AFPEIDIX 
'7

I'IEN l,lHO M0-EST (V.H.S. Tape)

- Public Broadcasting System (p.B.S.) production FToOUL¿ne - February

L986

- The program is a description of sexual 0ffender program run in

seattle, l{ashington - l{orfe ard Associates Northwest rreatment

Association. The program shows vÍewer types of treatment used and

partlcipantrs responsibilities. Vignettets also show viewer, various

offenders ard how thelr offence has effected thenselves and thelr
victims.



20 Appendix I - "Child Sexual Abuse: The Untold Secretrl
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APF$DIX 
'8

I'I¡ÐEST, THE UNTO-D SECRETn (Filn)

- 1982

- NatÍonal Film Board

- (7O minutes)

Documentary of 5 teenage girls describing tlelr years of sexual abuse

by their fathers ard step-fathers. They offer encouragement to other

young people, to seek avallable lrelp for similar problems.



21 Appendix 9 - Birth Control (Handout)
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ARTICLE

RATING THE LATEST METHODS OF BIRTH CONTROL

- JUDITH GREENI^IALD

_ HARPERS BAZAAR MAGAZINE (19]5)
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22 Appendix 10 - V.D. (Handout)
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APPE}ÐIX 
'10

qd.D.: IF YOU'RE O-D ENOL,GH TO Grr IT

YOU'RE O-D ENOI.JGH TO READ ABOUT ITII

So1 Gordon

Adapted from nFacts About

U.D. for Todayrs Youthn

Ms. Magazine

Jutæ 1974



23 Appendix l-1 - Myths and Fallacies (Handout)
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AFPEIOIX 
'U

"MYTHS AND FALLACIES (Hardout)

James L. Mc0ary

reproduced lrqn

Human Sexuality, 0967)

James L. Mc0ary

Van Nostrar¡d Reinhold

The chapter provides to reade¡ a nunber of pervasive sexual

misconceptions. The therapist used it to encourage the client to

examir¡e his own history, fot silnilar misconceptions.



24 Appendix T2 - Rationalizations (Abel-rs Text)
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APPE}{)IX 
'I2

LIST F RATIONALIZATIONS

List of rationalizations used by some sexual perpetrators - used as

starting point in developing clients own list of rationalizations.

pp. 79 - 42

Treaûnent l'{arual

(AOeIetaI 1984)



25 Appendix l-3 - rrAm f Normalrl
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APPE}DIX #I'

I'AM I NORl,,lALrr (F11m)

1980

PLanred Parenthood

Winnipeg (24 minutes)

Using fictional characters ard a humorous story line, the film

presents the facts about male secual developnent, while raising

lnportant lssues about masculinityr ldentity ard peer pressure.



26 Appendix T4 - Male Anatomy Diagram
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-MALE ANATOMY D]AGRAM

PROVIDED BY PLANNED PARENTHOOD

I^iINNIPEG-

TEACHING TOOL DEVELOPED BY TIIAT

AGENCY.
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27 Appendix l-5 - Female Anatomy Diaqram
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FEMALE ANATOMY DIAGRAM

- PROVIDED BY PLANNED PARENTHOOD

I"IANITOBA

_ TEACHING TOOL DEVELOPED BY TTIAT

AGENCY.
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28 Appendix 1,6 - Sexual Dysfunctions (handout)
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ARTICLE

NO NONSENSE THERAPY FOR SIX SEXUAL MALFUNCTIONS

_ HELEN SINGER KAPLAN

_ psvnHor.ncY TnDÁY 1974
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LEAVES 2L5 to 2Lg O¡,IITTED IN FEUILLETS 2I5 A 2I8 NON INCLUS DANS
PAGE NUMBERING. LA PAGINATION.



29 Appendix 1-7 - Four Factor Model (Finkelhor)
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FINKELHOR ' S FOUR FACTOR MODEL

_ MULTIFACTORIAL EXPLANATION FOR

SEXUALLY ABUSIVE BEHAVIOUR

IN OFFENDERS

_ CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE

.NFIÁI TI]FÔRY AND RFStrÀRNIJ.

- FTNKELHOR, D. (1984)
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-Please omit pages 22L-222-
pages numbered in error- Fj-nkelhor
Mode1 not to be included i-n its
entirety
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